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AFTER 
HANNAH ARENDT ON EICHMAN: 
THE NORMALITY OF SUBCRIME

«Ne abbiamo fatte di tutti i colori ma nel settore 
della finanza cʼera più ignoranza che perfidia. E, 

comunque, eravamo come spacciatori in un 
mondo dominato dai drug lords. I nostri signori 

della droga, quelli che dettavano le nuove regole, 
stavano a Wall Street, nelle grandi banche dʼaffari. 
I titoli ad alto rischio per finanziare lʼacquisto degli 
immobili li hanno inventati loro. Noi eravamo solo 
dei venditori al dettaglio.» Richard Bitner, il primo 

ʻpentitoʼ del settore dei mutui (Gaggi 2009).

SCAVAR BUCHE ED ELEVAR PIRAMIDI 
COL CEMENTO DEI CASALESI??? - cfr. Gomorra di Bob Saviano, condannato a morte dalla Fatwa dei 

Casalesi
Photo: the “Keynesian” (SIC) Ryugyong hotel, Pyongyang, NK 
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ENGLISH VERSION

NOTE 4 INCOMING  ERASMUS STUDENTS
...

TRANSLATE:
Nel Seminario finale  congiunto Arcangeli - Fini - Tondini, gruppo D (nel  nostro piano 
delle Lezioni), sperimenteremo, e per la prima  in modo consapevole, controllato e 
strategico, la tecnica pedago-didattica: Targeting the Median Student in Seminars. 
In raealtà, “non potendo non dirci Cristiani” (B. Croce),  correggeremo quella tecnica
a) ON THE ONE HAND, incoraggiando la produttività e lʼimparar facendo della coda più 

dinamica (la forma del Seminario lo consente più della  Lezione ex-cathedra che ha altri 
pregi, perché consente una magggiorv arianza di percoasri individuali e di class subsets

b) ON THE OTHER HAND, terremo ben presente anche la coda di studenti per qualsiasi 
motivo in difficoltà - e.g., inventeremo tutti glìi modi possibili per coinvolgere più del 
solito gli studenti-lav. 

c) NOTA DOLENS --- gli incoming Erasmus dovranno far pratiche ferroviare sullʼasse VR-
VI (con lʼabbonamento  il prezzo è irrisorio, affordable), almeno per il Seminario -  
sennò che sono venuti a fare lʼErasmiìus qui? Offriamo un seminario ben oltre la 
frontiera mondiale, vi faremo parlare con i Nobel Kenneth Arrow e Paul Krugman!
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1. The evaluation process and teaching organisation
Elements of the evaluation, in the following proportion:
- 2 written essays in the classroom = 25% (12,5% each) - individual proof
- 4 homework bibliographical essays = 50% (12,5% each) - one or two people
- 1 participation (in small groups) to the Seminar = 25% (the latter is a joint evaluation 
with the colleagues of Analisi Fondamentale dei Mercati, so that it will also participate pro 
quota to your evaluation for that exam). As for non attending students, they are invited to 
join Seminar groups mixed with attending ones, otherwise they will have to prepare the 
Seminar part of the course traditionally, and pass an oral examination just on that part.
- no oral colloquium is an element of evaluation (with the just mentioned exception).

materials: available both from the Department of Economics site, teacherʼs page; and from 
the teacherʼs personal blog (enzofabioarcangeli.wordpress.com), indifferently.
Students can write their essays either in Italian or English.

2. Lectures
Lecturing will be in English. Weʼll shift to Italian only in the 4th Section of the course (Seminar).  
Some lectures will start with a short reading from the dayʼs international media - press - 
social media, and selected economic blogs (AsiaTimes, BBC, Bloomberg, Calculated Risk, The 
Economist, Financial Times, A Folha, Google blogs, Lloyds, Naked Capitalism, Noise from Amerika, Mail & Guardian, 
mpettis.com, Reuters, Nouriel Roubiniʼs rge-monitor, Brad Setser, Technorati, The Times of India, Wall Street Journal; 
economiaepolitica, il sole 24 ore and its radio, lavoce.info). Also a chance to read and debate alternative 
economic schools, behind the lines of an analysis, or a policy proposal.

SECTION A. GAME THEORETICAL TOOLS FOR INDUSTRIAL ECONOMICS
1 - Monday Feb. 23. Introduction. Lecture 1. The subjects of industrial 
economics. Theories of the firm. Chrysler-Daimler: a transfirm (xxx). (Cabral chs. 1, 
3)
2 - Tuesday Feb. 24. Lecture  2. Elements of games theory. “Solving games”. 
(Cabral ch. 2)
3 - Mon  March 1. Lecture 3 - part I. Symmetrical 2x2 games: a taxonomy.
4 - Tue March 2. Lecture 3 - part II. Symmetrical 2x2 games: an elementary 
sociology and normative social choice theory.
5 - Mon March 9. Lecture 4. Applications to duopoly -oligopoly. (Cabral chs. 7, 8)
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 .

SECTION B. INTERMEDIATE LEVEL INDUSTRIAL ECONOMICS
6 - Tue March 10. Lecture 5. Economic methodology; a simple introduction to 
complexity. Technique of industry studies (preconditions, structure, conduct, 
performance) under stationary conditions. The case of non-stationarity. (Cabral chs. 
9, 14, 15) 

  March 16, 17: A pause. NO LECTURE, NOR MEETING WITH STUDENTS

i.  Mon. March 23 - 1st trial, MANDATORY CLASSROOM EXERCISE: Games 
theory, duopoly, equilibrium  and welfare. ❧
 i bis. Wed.  1 April (April Fish Day, eh eh!) - 2nd trial, CLASSROOM EX. on 
Games theory - retrial welcome, or people unhappy with the 1st resut. Weʼll fix a 
timetable suitable to LAVORATORI-STUDENTI, e.g.: from 5 to 7 pm

7 -  Tue March 24. Lecture 6.  Some “classics” in the Industrial Organisation 
literature: a reading guide (preparation to the 2nd classroom written essay).
And first part of Lecture 7.  Investing in brand equity, technology and trust, for 
differentiating products; Hotelling. Market structures and  infrastructures (networks). 
(Cabral chs. 12-13, 16-17)

8 - Mon March 30. Conclusion of Lecture 7, and: 
Lecture 8. Baumol, Shapiro-Varian, Tirole. (Cabral ch. 17)
Industry studies: examples. The international dimension of firms systems: empirics.

SECTION C1 - MICROFOUNDATIONS  OF INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS
9 -  Tue Mar 31. Lecture 9. Location theory and Alfred Weberʼs prophecy. The 
location-trade duality (Ohlin and Loesch). New Economic Geography (Krugman).
10 - Mon April 6. Lecture 10. Introduction to Regional Growth theory (Borts and 
Stein, Capello, HW Richardson).
11 - Tue April 7. Lecture 11. Clio-essentials of globalisations in history. Oceans: a 
millennial role of winds regimes; technological transition in 19th Century shipping.
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 ii - Wed. 8 or Thursd. 9 (5 to 7 pm) - MANDATORY CLASSROOM Essay on: 
Coase 1934, Richardson 1971, Dasgupta and Stiglitz 1980, Teece 1986 and Winter 2006. 
You can take the essays with you, during the “compito in classe” (ASAP theyʼll be on 
this site) - CTRL in the PROGRAMMA DEL CORSO file: some  might B already linked 
there: e.g. Coase 1934

SECTION D - JOINT SEMINAR PROF. ARCANGELI - FINI - TONDINI
nn. 12 -  13,  Mon April 20, morning & afternoon. In the first week, professors 
and guests explain theories, facts and how they match.  
Most likely scenario: clever pupils (i “muli alpini”) are already able to be active in the 
Seminar. Less clever, or slower ones (i “aseni dele basse”, che ciapa calci dai muli) will 
hurry up their group work (from  the 21st to the 27th of April), in order do  be the best ones 
the next week. There will  be no test for you to know to which  one you belong (eh eh): itʼs  
just a Pedemontana (plus Asiago) versus Pianura historical divide. In the  Vicenza province, 
under the rule of the Serenissima and before capitalism:  the rural Pianura was richer, and  
Lonigo was as important as Vicenza. Industrial Capitalism (starting with Rossi, then 
Marzotto, etc.)  reversed the situation. But, in the seminar, we have to establish whether  we 
still are within Capitalism, or not any more: so the “faida territoriale” reopens again.
n. 14 -  Tue April 21.
nn. 15 -  16, Mon April 27, morning & afternoon. In this 2nd week groups make 
their short presentations.
n. 17 -  Tue April 28. The seminar comes to an end;  muli and aseni after the 

competition become friendly again. ❧

SECTION C2 - % MICROFOUNDATIONS  OF INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS
18 -- Mon May 4. Lecture, no. 12. What we know about the BRIC (for Chindia see 
links in: http://cinaindiaelepotenzeemergenti.gruppi.ilcannocchiale.it/) and SANE 
(Alessandrini and Enowbi Batuo 2008) countries. Brad Setser “follows the money” 
and discovers, behind Chimerica, Chieuropa. No one else had yet. WB Vice-
President O. Canuto is the only man that can teach something to Brad Setser about 
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“following the money” in international circuits: at least as far as Brazil is concerned. 
1

19 -- Tue May 5. Final Studentsʼ Seminar: (MANDATORY) short presentation of 
one  (1/4) of your homework bibliographical essays.

ZE END
il corso tace
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1 LEX, Financial Times
Capital flows
Published: February 1 2009 18:56 | Last updated: February 2 2009 09:12
Emerging economies are usually the first to drop when international capital flows dry up. This year, they will be lucky to 
attract $165bn, the Institute for International Finance estimates,one fifth of the level in 2007. Yet no generalised 
collapse has yet happened – not even in Latin America, the region traditionally most dependent on external capital. At 
first glance this looks odd.
Take Brazil and India, the globeʼs ninth and 12th biggest economies, according to the International Monetary Fundʼs 
latest estimates. While the developed world is expected to shrink by 2 per cent this year, the IMF reckons Brazil will 
grow by 2 per cent, and India by 5 per cent. Why? One answer is that they have stable banks, relatively closed 
economies, and large internal markets. This has insulated them from much of the global turmoil.
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SECTION D.  JOINT SEMINAR:  WHAT DO WE KNOW  ABOUT 
MEAN STREET - WALL STREET RELATIONS?  KEYNESIANS 
VERSUS NEO-CLASSICS, VERSUS NEO-AUSTRIANS 2

“The Global Crisis and its Recovery. 
A Seminar”
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2    NOTA x noi docenti, da togliere poi: POSSIBILI INTERVENTI ESTERNI, meglio se fuori 
orario lezione - se venisse Emanuele Severino sarebbe un dono di Parmenide; MARIUTTI, se  non 
Luigi Ludovico P. in persona; come sta Garegnani? NOTO & ALLIEVO; LUMIERA sui derivati, 
BELLOFIORE-Halevi (se lui qui, senno no); LUNGHINI o Graziani;  ALESINA, DAVERI o   
GIAVAZZI. ∫ = sarebbero max 6 seminari , ma non cʼè  molto tempo! 
Dobbiamo IN PRIMIS lavorare molto noi, preparare bene i materiali  GIAʼ SELEZIONATI (io li ho 
tutti, si tratta solo di rimetterci ordine con poche gg. lavorative) nei vari formati, ed attivare i ragazzi 
perché imparino a leggere la stampa economica, con occhiali da scienziati sociali  attrezzati, 
consapevoli  (della filosofia sotterranea) ergo doppiamente critici. 
Si farà meglio lʼanno venturo, oppure: dopo QUESTO CICLO DIDATTICO INTENSIVO, facciamo 
venire tutti i Conferenzieri che vogliamo, ed i nostri allievi del 1° anno magistrale sono ferratissimi, 
capiscono ed intervengono. Se il Seminario raggiunge lo scopo: TEST!
Tanto lʼAngelo è caduto, come dice il Filosofo dei Sotterranei di Brescia (che città! ci ha dato anche 
Leonardo Benevolo), e la crisi dura qualche annetto: oggi 14 febbraio se nʼè accorto persino 
Veltrusconi, ora il  segreto gelosamente custodito dalla Gnosi è public knowledge. Lʼavevo detto io 
di non dirlo a nessuno! 
Quando lo si vedeva ad occhio nudo (il capitalismo è nudo, pure titolo di un bel blog: Naked 
Capitalism), dopo il terremoto monetario-creditizio di FERRAGOSTO 2007 (esattamente 18 mesi 
fa; e per 13 mesi, sino al patatrack di Lehman Bros NESSUNO HA FATTO UNA PIEGA ...;  ero 
capace anchʼio, con un po di buon senso a fermare la crisi mondiale a settembre 2007, prima 
degli effetti-domino e valanga, se solo mi davano i poteri Presidenziali negli US), ci davano degli 
apocalittici menagramo. Mentre noi siamo solo dei Metaxù o secolarizzati, gente normale.
 The Seminar will be a collective and creative work in the classroom, with your active participation in reading 
groups, referring to the classroom. The teachers and Invites Speakers will set the stage, then the class will 
selforganise in small groups, working both on the supplied materials, and on original printed or Web sources.  
Invited speakers will talk about International Finance and derivatives, Keynesian and neoAustrian theory.
As for the latter extreme position in the theoretical spectrum:
    " But maybe we simply don't have the knowledge to repair the economy from Washington. The economy is 
complex and the interaction between the financial sector and the real economy - between Wall Street and 
Main Street - is not well understood." (Russell Roberts, http://www.boston.com/bostonglobe/editorial_opinion/
oped/articles/2009/02/02/stimulus_just_digs_debt_hole_deeper/)
    "In other words, if you don't know what you're doing, don't do it. Hayek's argument in two 
sentences." (comment by  David Henderson, http://econlog.econlib.org/archives/2009/02/
russ_roberts_on.html ). Both neoclassicals and Keynesians do not accept such a view.
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The Seminar is conducted by the two courses together: Arcangeli (International Industrial 
Economics),Tondini and Fini (Fundamental Analysis of Markets), also with some external 
interventions, and teachersʼ Lectures within the Seminar. 
It covers a total of 18 hours of “frontale” (i.e., F2F: face-to-face) meeting, including 
very short oral presentations your own research in March-April.  

15 - 17  Monday all day and Tuesday afternoon,  April 20-21.
18 - 20 idem (the 2 courses together again), April 27-28.
AN OUTLINE OF THE MAJOR SEMINAR ISSUES. Its logical scheme is:
A) Seminar Lecture, FORECASTED (subject to check): MONDAY MORNING, 

Recalling some basics. A box of theories and models. NOT NECESSARILY 
politically and very often not (please note that ANALITICALLY Miltie Friedman is 
here at the Centre, not Right; Schumpeter on the Right, not Centre-Left); 
analitically 

SELECTED ECONOMIC SCHOOLS, THEORIES
“left”: Marx, Kalecki, Minsky, Cambridge Keynesians, Keynes; 
“center”: GCE and overlapping Generations (Alesina), Friedman; 
“right”: Schumpeter, von Hayek, von Mises. 

B) Basics - Box of Tools for attending the Seminar. This Lecture within the 
Seminar is A MUST (we will  timely and widely signal the exact date, but it will likely 
fall in the AFTERNOON OF MONDAY,  MAY the
In particular:
 - 
C)The applied themes of the Seminar, you are called to participate to (start 
selecting one of the 6 items as a working group, as soon as bibliographies 
will be available  - a few weeks BEFORE the Seminar) are:
1. Facts and their over-accumulation theory, post-marxist interpretation: a 

deflationary stalemate in global financial markets (Aglietta - Berrebi, Chesnais).
2. International markets and industries; technical and institutional change; 

monetary, fiscal and social policies: the last two cycles (early 1990s - 2007).
3. Facts: the burst of the US-UK housing and shadow finance joint bubble.
4. The discourse, narration and self-interpretation of the current global crisis; two 

basic meta-paradigms, or two extremes and intermedate points in a continuum: 
a. Apocalyptic narrations  - the massive return to an Apocalyptic literature and 

tones before year 2000 (neoliberalism: Friedman and Reagan; US theology; 
the manipulated panic over the “0 bug” in software); the Fatima-Medjugorie 
unique message; “Clash of Civilisations” versus Fukuyama. Where is the 
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supposed “end of Modern Great Narrations”? They have never been so 
Great before ... Key ref.:  Fiedman 195x, XXX, Socci 200x. 

b. FAQ: How far i) Christians (Stefano Zamagni), ii) Keynesians (Hyman P. 
Minsky, Luigi Pasinetti, Nouriel Roubini, Paul Krugman, Michel Aglietta) and  
iii) Marxists (economiaepolitica.it; François Chesnais; Halevi and Bellofiore) 
are attracted by this pole? Answer: often too much, with exceptions.

c. looking for Plato-Hotelling-Weil Metaxù: intermediate narrations are 
required (in order to find a central Hotelling equilibrium, if there is any) to be 
critical: both toward Apocalyptic tones, and  toward acritical adhesions to 
secularisation (Morte di Dio). Nietzsche-Emanuele Severino: “Capitalism is a 
falling Angel, that is a formerly Eternal Structure”.

d. Fully secularised opposite (among them, and all together to the 
Apocalypse) narrations: Hayek; Schumpeter; post- Structuralists and post-
Moderns (the Great Narrations end thesis and its flaws); Fukuyama; GCE 
and overlapping G.s theory (Michele Boldrinʼs NfA 2009 blogposts; Corriere 
della Sera papers from America and Bocconi; lavoce.info).

5. Economic interpretations and normative implications: an alive social theory 
debate on New Deals versus “no-New Deal, please!” Position 1: A sudden,  
opportunistic return to Keynes (even by the same people that despised and 
“liquidated” him). Position 2: shifts of Wall Street Journal editorials, during  2008, 
from “Adam Smith” to “Obamasan” (the Nippon spectre); a return to Hayek. 
Again, as on the previous “Hotelling segment” of point 4, the most interesting 
positions are in the middle: here come Boldrinʼs suggestions on the limitations of 
some (not all, in our view) Keynesian Analyses and Narrations. What is most 
striking is that, from quite diverse theoretical bases (the only difficuty is to talk to 
straight Hayekists, that make Hayek a Catechism), there is a Metaxù-Nash 
Equiibrium, which at this precise moment (Feb. 15) is attracting Obamaʼs New 
Deal. We are not sure it is socially optimal, although many schools argue it is.

6. An analysis of ongoing social policies, within all the above frame.

3. Handbooks and readings
The general and mandatory reference texts are the following ones

ORDINARE 2 copie AGLI-BERR, CAPELLO a Vicenza
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WE ADOPT 4 TEXTBOOKS that you are supposed to 
study first, and almost in their entirety, as a basis for 
every further deepening of any single argument; e.g., in your 
required essays, that will be skillful only if and “nella misura in cui” you know  how, and 
meanwhile learn by doing it,  to use disciplinary tools for interpreting any single argument, 
fact, or paper. 
The textbooks refer to the two disciplines of the course, i.e.: 
 -- Industrial Economics (often rebaptised Industrial Organisation) 
 -- and Regional Economics; 
except the first one, Aglietta and Berrebi - a basis for our final joint Seminar, that we 
hold together with Analisi Fondamentale dei Mercati. This is an “unorhodox” (i.e.,  not in 
the mainstream micro-founded macroeconomics) text in Applied Macroeconomics, 
International Macroeconomics and the emerging area of Global Governance studies.

-  1. Aglietta, Michel and Laurent Berrebi 2007, Désordres dans le 
capitalisme  mondial. Paris: Odile Jacob. 3The student who can not read 
French, will find little help from a GoogleSearch “Aglietta and Berrebi”: a lot of 
nice Power Points and papers, but most of them in French. We will supply a 
synthesis, plus many substitute texts in English, in the Seminar - Section D of 
the Lectures, and the corresponding part of Arcangeli 2009: 

-  2. Arcangeli, Enzo Fabio 2009, A Rough Handbook of International 
Industrial Dynamics. An oL publ., linked soon to:    http://dse.univr.it/
arcangeli/ and http://enzofabioarcangeli.wordpress.com/teachers-page/  

-  3. Cabral, Luis 2002, Economia Industriale. Roma: Carocci. Or: idem 
2000, Introduction to Industrial Organization. MIT Press. If you have 
already studied this HB in your curriculum, you just study, e.g., the last 
2 Sections, not in your “laurea breve” curriculum in Vicenza. Students 
without a previous Economia Industriale exam in their curriculum, are 
invited to study the whole of it.

- 4. Either - at your choice: Capello, Roberta 2004, Economia regionale.  
Bologna: il Mulino - or: McCann, Phil 200x, Urban and Regional 
Economics.

- THERE ARE NOW 4 ESSAYS that helps you in the applied research 
subject of this year, “Subcrime” (in a sense, updating the excellent 
international macroeconomic textbook of Aglietta and Berrebi):

TEACHERʼs info, doc, materials: http://enzofabioarcangeli.wordpress.com/industriale/
STUDENTS &TEACHERʼS BLOG: 

he 2 classes http://industrialeinternazionale.ilcannocchiale.it/  
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3 PART I: The origin of disorders. PART II: The divergent policies facing disorders. PART III: World 
governance and the disordersʼ challenge. 
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-  5. Michele Salvati (2009),   XXXXXXXX. Corriere della Sera, March 10.
-  6. Godley Wynne, Dimitri  B. Papadimitriou, and Gennaro Zezza 
2009, Prospects for the US and the World: A Crisis that Conventional 
Remedies Cannot Resolve. Annandale-on-Hudson, NY: Levy Institute’s 
Macro-Modeling Team. 6pp. http://www.levy.org/vdoc.aspx?docid=1109 

-  7. If you can read Portuguese (in alt., there is an original v. in French):
Robert Guttman and Dominique Plihon (2008, Dec.), O endividamento do 
consumidor no cerne do capitalismo conduzido pelas finanças, Economia 
e Sociedade 17: 575-610, special issue. http://www.scielo.br/pdf/ecos/
v17nspe/04.pdf 4

- 8. Chesnais, François (2007, Nov.), Fin d’un cycle. Sur la portée et le 
cheminement de la crise financière. Carré Rouge - La Brèche,  1: 
17-31. This is the key paper for a longrun interpretation of the 
current systemic crisis. English and Italian versions available.

INTEGRATIONS of the adopted HBs, that you might consult on specific issues and 
chapters from time to time, when you need a clarification:

-  Arcangeli, Enzo Fabio 2009 (February version), Solibiodictionary - A 
social sciences dictionary of Solibiopedia:  xxxx

- Arcangeli, Enzo Fabio 2004, Urban Sociology and Regional Economics - 
dispense del corso di EU&R. Verona - available oL or from the teacher

-  Archive for the History of Economic Thought, Mc Master University 
- Ken Binmore
-  CEE, the Concise Encyclopedia of Economics: http://www.econlib.org/
library/CEE.html - just excellent, from my libertarian fellows

- CEPA - http://cepa.newschool.edu/het/alphabet.htm hosts short 
biographies of economists, and is also (scroll the page until the bottom 
line) a unique guide to no less than 71 distinct schools in the history of 
economic thought. 

TEACHERʼs info, doc, materials: http://enzofabioarcangeli.wordpress.com/industriale/
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4 INCIPIT. Durante o verão de 2007 a crise imobiliária dos EUA transformou-se em um arrocho de crédito 
[credit crunch] global  (...) o arrocho progressivo colocou em xeque a viabilidade a longo prazo de um 
padrão de crescimento global que, nas últimas décadas, contou em grande medida com os Estados Unidos 
como o “comprador de última instância” do mundo. 
Essa dramática reviravolta coloca em risco a transição suave para um novo regime de acumulação 
conduzido pelas finanças [finance-led accumulation regime] e para um novo padrão de crescimento 
multipolar. Se a crise ainda não é sistêmica, o surto atual de problemas nos principais mercados financeiros 
do mundo certamente sinaliza o primeiro grande teste de resistência desse novo regime. Nós gostaríamos 
de enfocar, nesse artigo, um pilar central do regime – o endividamento das famílias americanas ...

http://www.levy.org/vdoc.aspx?docid=1109
http://www.levy.org/vdoc.aspx?docid=1109
http://www.scielo.br/pdf/ecos/v17nspe/04.pdf
http://www.scielo.br/pdf/ecos/v17nspe/04.pdf
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http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fran%C3%A7ois_Chesnais
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-  Coriat, Benjamin and 0llivier Weinstein 1995, Les nouvelles théories de 
l'entreprise. Paris: Le Livre de Poche. By far the best, most thourough text 
on the theory of the firm. Gossip: how sharply Benjamin criticises 
Giovanni, one of his best friends!

-  van Creveld
-  Dang Nguyen, G. 1995,  Économie industrielle appliquée. Paris: Vuibert. 
-  
-
-  Del Monte, Alfredo 1994,  Manuale di organizzazione e politica industriale. 
Torino: UTET.

-  Gaggi, Massimo 2009, Valanga. Dalla crisi americana alla recessione 
globale. Bari: Laterza. A divulgative (journalistic) complement updating 
Aglietta - Berrebi and Jorion 2007 (for the latter: see Seminar).

-
-  Genthon, Christian 2002, Analisi settoriale. Metodologia e applicazioni. 
Padova: Cedam. Part I only: a methodology of industry analysis.

-  Kreps, D.M. 1993a, Corso di microeconomia. Bologna: Il mulino.  Namely 
part III, chs. 11-15. Best available FIRST introduction to games theory.

-  Martin J. Osborne and Ariel Rubinstein 1994, A Course in Game Theory. 
Cambridge , Mass.: MIT Press. One of the leading textbooks: ask on loan 
from the teacher.

-  Palgrave Dictionary.
-  Stanford   - some useful items are: 

OTHER STANDARD  TEXTBOOKS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANISATION:
• Church, J. and Ware, R., “Industrial Organization: A Strategic Approach,” McGraw, 2000. 
• Pepall, R. and Norman, “Industrial Organization: Contemporary Theory and Practice,” 1999. 
• Clarke, R., “Industrial Economics,” Blackwell, 1999. 
• Shy, O., “Industrial Organization: Theory and Practice,” MIT Press, 1996. 
• Tirole, J., “The Theory of Industrial Organization,” MIT Press, 1990 - It. ed.: xxxx.

TEXTBOOKS IN REGIONAL ECONOMICS AND REGIONAL SCIENCE:

TEACHERʼs info, doc, materials: http://enzofabioarcangeli.wordpress.com/industriale/
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THE BASIC REVIEWS IN THE 2 FIELDS (their papers are alomst always 
accessible via the Frinzi Library’s site, once you are  in the univr digital 
network, also from Vicenza).

 A) Industrial Economics
Economia e Politica Industriale 
L’Industria 
Industrial and Corporate Change
Industry  -- quella di AALBORG
International Journal of Industrial Organization
Journal of Economic Behaviour and Organization - on  micro-foundations 

Journal of Economics and Management Strategy
Journal of Industrial Economics
Journal of Law and Economics
Journal of Law, Economics and Organization
Review of Industrial Organization
Review of Network Economics
 
 B) Regional Science and Economic Geography
Archivio di Studi Urbani e Regionali - Dept. of Economics, Verona
Economic Geography
Regional Studies
Scienze Regionali 
quella rampante

RERU  - Dept. of Economics, Verona

For all the essays-relevant references that follow: papers are all available 
from the oL reviews (Frinzi Library site), but the teacher can supply many 
of them in file or paper; many books are partially readable on Google 
books. We’l solve together availability problems, and substitutions. The 
large choice set make them lighter.
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5 milestone papers deserve, more than others, the pleasure you get from reading 
them, which will be enhanced once you have (from a handbook, or Lecture 6) a 
hypothesis, a mental frame and space where to locate what you read here. Pick them up 
from the Frinzi Library physical\virtual site, or ask me the paper print\.pdf file, as you 
like. The only one with math formalism is Dasgupta-Stiglitz, but there come handbooks 
to help you: e.g., Del Monte 1994: pp-pp (textbook quoted above). 

1. Coase, Ronald H. 1938, Business organization and the accountant. 
Re-ed. in James M. Buchanan and George F. Thirby eds. (1973), 
LSE Essays on Cost. London: Weidenfeld and Nicholson. http://
www.econlib.org/library/NPDBooks/Thirlby/bcthLS5.html 5

2. Richardson, G.B. 1972, The organisation of industry. Economic 
Journal, 82: 883-896. 

3. Dasgupta, Partha and  Joseph Stiglitz 1980, Industrial structure 
and the nature of innovative activity, Economic Journal 90: 
266-93. 6

4.  Teece, David J. 1986, Profiting from technological innovation: 
implications  for integration, collaboration, licensing and public 
policy.  Research Policy, 15: 285-305. Submitted to the Venice 
Conference on Innovation Diffusion, March 1987.

5. Winter 2006 is a rejoinder on the roots and ANTECEDENTS OF 
TEECE’s problem, and its solutions: Winter, Sidney 2006, --- . 
Winter is  Emeritus professor at the Wharton school, a pioneer of 
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5 Not many people know this detail about the Revoutionary, Seminal paper by Coase (1937): it  was 
revolutionary also in another sense, the political one! A paradox for the economist whose basic theorem (on 
property rights and externality, his 2nd greatest contribution) has become a pillar of free market economics.

“Coase conceived of the first article, “The Nature of the Firm,” while he was an undergraduate on a 
trip to the United States from his native Britain. At the time he was a socialist, and he dropped in on 
perennial Socialist Party presidential candidate Norman Thomas. He also visited Ford and GM and came 
up with a puzzle: how could economists say that Lenin was wrong in thinking that the Russian economy 
could be run like one big factory, when some big firms in the United States seemed to be run very well? In 
answering his own question, Coase came up with a fundamental insight about why firms exist. Firms are 
like centrally planned economies, he wrote, but unlike the latter they are formed because of peopleʼs 
voluntary choices. But why do people make these choices? The answer, wrote Coase, is “marketing 
costs.” (Economists now use the term “transaction costs.”) If markets were costless to use, firms would 
not exist. Instead, people would make armʼs-length transactions. But because markets are costly to use, 
the most efficient production process often takes place in a firm. His explanation of why firms exist is now 
the accepted one and has given rise to a whole literature on the issue.”

You will know this and much more, since we will always introduce an Author through his biography.

6  One suggestion is to compare Dasgupta-Stiglitz formalism with: Franco Malerba 2007, Innovation and the 
dynamics and evolution of industries: progress and challenges. International Journal of Industrial 
Organization
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Evolutionary Economics and, by far, the best math mind among 
world economists. 7  

6. Chesnais, François (2008, Jan.), Fin d’un cycle. Sur la portée et le 
cheminement de la crise financière. Carré Rouge - La Brèche,  1: 
17-31. This is the key paper for a longrun interpretation of the 
current systemic crisis. English and Italian versions available.

7.

8 bibliographies for your essays 

Further readings will be no more basic ones as above, but at intermediate or advanced levels. We 
do not suggest you read  most of them (!). You will make a sharp selection, since they are 
instrumental to your bibliographical essays. The 8 advanced reading lists to follow are in fact your  
source for essays, together with the other Lecture-specific references, that you find in Arcangeli 
2009 and the other basic handbooks. 
You choose  4/8 broad areas, then  - within each area - at least 3 (for single essay) or 
5 (essays co-authored  by two students) papers -  book chapters. 

SPECIFY CAP. DEGI HB NELLE BIB., renderli obligatori, sennò non li studiano BENE

1. INTRODUCTORY AND APPLIED GAMES THEORY

Carraro and Graziano 1993, 
Dixit and Nalebuff 1991, Thinking Strategically.  New York: W. W. Norton.
Gibbons, A Primer in Game Theory, Prentice Hall, available in Italian as: “Teoria
dei Giochi”. Bologna: Il Mulino.
Kreps, D.M. 1993b, Teoria dei giochi  e modelli economici. Bologna: il Mulino.
Schelling 1980  (2nd ed.),  The Strategy of Conflict.  Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 
Tirole, Jean 1990, The Theory of Industrial Organization. MIT Press - It. ed.: xxxx.
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7  Let us proof the conjecture that Prof. Winter has no rival among economists. Some gossip from the  global 
“invisible college”: an economist that I like (on  his work as a basis,  I have published my most sophisticated 
math papers)  has won a Nobel Prize, and he deserved it comparatively, for sure. Now: 
1 - for half of the work that lead him to Stockholm, the paradigm  came to his mind from a private 
conversation he had years before with Sidney. 
2 - On the other half: there is a basic, dramatic error in the axiomatisation, well known in the literature (and 
quoted  also in my works on the subject): an unnecessary restriction, that undermines logically all his 
important work - perhaps a 2nd conversation with Sidney might have been of help?
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2. INDUSTRIAL ECONOMICS
testo-base il Cabral, che ha una ricca pagina di links: http://luiscabral.org/iio/links/ 

Chan Kim, W. and Renée Mauborgne 2005, Blue Ocean Strategy: How to Create Uncon-
tested Market Space and Make Competition Irrelevant. Harvard Business School Press
Clarke, J.M. 1940, Towards a concept of  workable competition, American Economic 
Review, 30: 241-256. See the use of this paper in Genthon 2002, in order to get rid of perfect 
competition, since the latter microeconomic notion has no room in empirical Industrial Economics.
Dang Nguyen, G. 1995,  Économie industrielle appliquée. Paris: Vuibert. 
Del Monte, Alfredo 1994,  Manuale di organizzazione e politica industriale. Torino: UTET.
Genthon, Christian 2002, Analisi settoriale. Metodologia e applicazioni. Padova: Cedam. 
Part I: a methodology of industry analysis.
Grillo, M. and F. Silva 1989, Impresa, concorrenza e organizzazione. Roma: NIS.
HANDBOOK of Industrial Organization.
Schmalensee, R. 1988, Industrial economics: an overview. Economic Journal, 98: 
643-81. 
Tirole, Jean 1990, The Theory of Industrial Organization. MIT Press - It. ed.: xxxx.
Tirole, Jean 200x

3. ECONOMICS OF ORGANISATION; THEORY OF THE FIRM
Besides Coriat and Weinstein 1995:
 
Aoki

Chandler, Alfred Jr, 

Coase, Ronald H. 1934, Business organization and the accountant. Re-ed. in 
James M. Buchanan and George F. Thirby eds. (1981), Collected Essys 
1934-1973. NY: New York University Press. http://www.econlib.org/library/
NPDBooks/Thirlby/bcthLS5.html 

Del Monte, Alfredo 1994,  Manuale di organizzazione e politica industriale. Torino: 
UTET. Capp. NNN

M, Economie des organisations.

Marengo, Luigi

Mariti, Paolo

Milgrom and Roberts

Mintzberg, 

Nelson and Winter
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Simon, Herbert

Williamson, Oliver E.

4. INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIAL DYNAMICS
Complementary readings to the Aglietta-Berrebi and Arcangeli HBs:
Suggested coupling: Aoki versus Williamson; Ohno plus Coriat; ..

Alessandrini, Michele and Enowbi Batuo, Michael 2008, The Trade Specialization of 
SANE: Evidence from Manufacturing Industries. 8
Chesnais François1994), La mondialisation du capital, Syros.
Coriat, Benjamin, Penser à lʼenvers. - A perfect companion to Ohno 1978
Daveri, Filippo  - dal suo sito
Dunn, B. 2009, Myths of globalisation and the new economy. International Socialism, 
121. An “orthodox” classical marxist (trotskist) analysis.
Ghemawat, P. and F. Ghadar 2006, Global Integration Not Equal to Global Concentration, 
Industrial and Corporate Change, Vol. 15 (4): 595-623.
Harvey, David, 2003, The New Imperialism (Oxford University Press).
Mariotti, Sergio and  M. Mutinelli 2003, La crescita internazionale per le PMI. Milano: Il 
Sole 24 ore. Promoted by Assoindustria Vicenza, a very informative and practical HB for 
the entrepreneur and the manager (ask the teacher). 
Nonaka ?
Ohno, Taiichi  1978, Toyota Production System. It. ed.: 1993 and 2004, Lo spirito Toyota, 
intr. by Marco Revelli. Torino: Einaudi. His model is systematically brought forward, developed 
and made explicit as a broad  economic-organisational paradigm by Coriat.
Perez, Carlota 2002, 
Perez, Carlota 2004, Innovation and Finance: A Long Term View.   http://
www.carlotaperez.org/papers/PEREZ%20Finance%20and%20Technical%20Change.pdf

For an overview of the former, Victorian globalisation, we suggest to study together:
- Davis, Mike 2001, Late Victorian Holocausts, El Nino Famines and the Making of the 

Third World. London: Verso. (French ed. 2003. Paris: La Découverte)
- De Cecco, Marcello 1984, The International Gold Standard: Money and Empire. New 

York. Italian ed.: 
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8  This paper studies the evolution of the foreign trade specialization in manufacturing sectors of South 
Africa, Algeria, Nigeria and Egypt. These four countries, the so-called SANE, are recently viewed as 
Africaʼs best chance of producing an economic bloc comparable to the BRIC economies of Brazil, Russia, 
India and China. Using data on trade flows since mid-1970s, the results show that the SANE group has 
experienced few changes in its trade structure, which is still based on low-technology and slow-growth world 
demand sectors. The degree of persistence in the specialization model is higher in the case of Algeria and 
Nigeria, where the dependence on products based on natural resources is stronger. 
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As the latter globalisation, now exhausted:
Chesnais, François  1997 (2nd ed.), La mondialisation su capital. Paris: Syros.

Finally, as far as the technology bases of International Trade are concerned, you will study 
this book in the next Acad. year, but it is not forbidden to give it a 1st look now:
 Maritime Economics

Going deeper, searching for Industrial Organisation roots towards microeconomics (von 
Hayek, Knight, Schumpeter), neo-insitutionalism (Coase, Hirschmann, North and 
Williamson) and evolutionary economics (Dosi, Nelson and Winter): sets 4 and 5.

5. NEO-INSTITUTIONALIST SOURCES FOR INDUSTRY STUDIES

Market Structure, Firms, and Institutional Organization
An Economics Reading List
http://www.econlib.org/library/Topics/industrialorg.html 

Home | Guides | Economics Reading Lists by Topic | Market Structure, Firms, and Institutional Organization

Coase, Ronald, The Firm, the Market and the Law

Eggertsson, Thrain, Economic Behavior and Institutions

Hirschmann, Albert, Exit, Voice and Loyalty: Responses to Decline in Firms, 
Organizations and States

Knight, Frank, Risk, Uncertainty, and Profit

 • This careful work investigating the nature of profits also includes material 
on the institutional structure of firms and the distribution of residuals, particularly in 
Part III, Chapter IX-X. It contains an interesting discussion of the difference between 
risk and uncertainty. See also the Annotated Bibliography of Frank Knight, by Ross 

Emmett.  
See also: Teacher's Corner: Risk versus Uncertainty, or Mr. Slate versus Great-
Aunt Matilda. Guide to Knight's contributions on risk and uncertainty. 

Masten, Scott, (ed.), Case Studies in Contracting and Organization

Miller, Gary, Managerial Dilemmas: The Political Economy of Hierarchy 

North, Douglass, Institutions, Institutional Change and Economic Performance

Rothschild, Michael, Bionomics
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6. NEO-AUSTRIAN AND SCHUMPETERIAN ROOTS OF INDUSTRIAL DYNAMICS

Amendola and Gaffard

Dosi, Giovanni (2005), “Statistical Regularities in the Evolution of Industries. A Guide 
through some Evidence and Challenges for the Theory”, LEM  working paper 2005/17 - 
http://www.lem.sssup.it/wplem.html  

Freeman and Soete

Friedman, Milton: 1953, «The Methodology of Positive Economics», pp. 3-43, in Friedman, 
Milton: 1953, Essays in Positive Economics, University of Chicago Press, Chicago. 
Friedman, Milton, 1962, Capitalism & Freedom, Chicago, The University of Chicago Press.

Gaffard

Hayek, Friedrich, 1946, «The Meaning of Competition», in Hayek, Friedrich, 1948, 
Individualism and Economic Order. Chicago, The University of Chicago Press, pp. 92-106.
Hayek, Friedrich, 1948, «Individualism: True and False», ibidem; then also in: Nishiyama & 
Leube eds., 1984, The Essence of Hayek. Stanford: Hoover Press Publication, pp. 131-59. 
Hayek, Friedrich, 1967, «The Principles of a Liberal Social Order», in Hayek, Friedrich, 
1967 Studies in Philosophy, Politics and Economics. Chicago, The University of Chicago 
Press, then in Nishiyama & Leube, 1984, pp. 362-381.

Langlois

Malerba

Malerba

Malerba

Nelson and Winter

Perez, Carlota

Perroux, François

Rothschild, Michael 1990, Bionomics. Economy as ecosytem. Salt Lake City: Henry Holt.

Schumpeter

Simon, Herbert -   Gasparini Lecture vol

7. ESSENTIALS IN REGIONAL ECONOMICS
Choose one of the following subsets, if you choose set 7 (recommended):
7\A Industrial districts and endogenous development
Capello
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7\B MNC  and exogenous development
Capello

6\C regional growth theory
Capello

7\D New Economic Geography
Arcangeli
David
Dixit
Krugman
X (da cui ispirato)

7\E Location and agglomeration theory 
Arcangeli IUAV
Beckman, Martin
Capello
1 paper on the product cycle
Mc Cann a Liverpool
WB, World Bank (2008, Nov. 6), New World Development Report focuses on place and 
prosperity.
WB, World Bank (2009, Feb. 3), Will Cities Survive the Financial Crisis? 

7/F Global industrial location today

WB (2007), “Dancing with Giants - China and India and the Global economy” -  Chapter 2 
(p. 35-37) in: China and India Reshape Global Industrial Geography,  "http://
web.worldbank.org/

7\G Evolutionary regional science
Arcangeli, EF
Arcangeli, EF
Boschma
Frenkel
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7\H Is Regionalisation an effective alternative\dyke (diga) to neo-liberal globalisation, its 
continuos crises and final collapse in 2007?

Chesnais, François, La Mondialisation du capital - Paris: Syros, 1994 (première édition), 
1997 (édition augmentée)

Efird, Brian and Gaspare M. Genna. 2002. “Structural Conditions and the Propensity for
Regional Integration.” European Union Politics, 3(3): 267-295.

Genna, Gaspare M. and Taeko Hiroi. 2004. “Power Preponderance and Domestic Politics:
Explaining Regional Economic Integration in Latin America and the Caribbean, 1960-
1997.” International Interactions, 30(2): 143-164.
Genna, Gaspare M. and Taeko Hiroi. 2004. “Brazilian Regional Power in the Development 
of Mercosul”. pper delivered to  the 2004 Annual Meeting of the American Political Science 
Association, Chicago, IL. September 2-5, 2004. ©American Political Science Association.
oL: http://www.allacademic.com//meta/p_mla_apa_research_citation/0/6/1/5/7/pages61578/p61578-1.php 

Gilpin, Robert. 1987. The Political Economy of International Relations. Princeton: 
Princeton
University Press.

______. 2001. Global Political Economy: Understanding the International Economic Order.
Princeton: Princeton University Press.

Haggard, Stephan. 1997. “Regionalism in Asia and the Americas,” in Edward D. Mansfield
and Helen V. Milner(eds), The Political Economy of Regionalism. New York: Columbia
University Press.

Krasner, Stephan. 1976. “State Power and the structure of International Trade.” World 
Politics.
28: 317.

Pereira, Lia Valls. 1999. “Toward the Common Market of the South: MERCOSULʼs Origins,
Evolution, and Challenges,” in Riordan Roett (ed), MERCOSUL: Regional Integration,
World Markets. London: Lynne Rienner Publishers.

8. SOMETIMES THEY STRIKE BACK: IS IT THE INDUSTRIAL POLICIES CASE, OR NOT?
On this issue, relevant articles that you might select from either “Economia e Politica 
Industriale” or “LʼIndustria”, are allowed to enter the 3-4 core essays, object of your review.
1\2 on the deregulation bilancio (JEL)
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Bianchi, Patrizio
Bologna, Sergio

“Made in Italy” plan (under the former Min. Bersani)
Samuelson, Paul (2008, Nov. 5)

A coupled reading not directly on industrial policy, but “a monte” on whoʼs the subject of 
them: where is the State now? (the fundamental last van Creveldʼs chapter, that can be 
read on Gbooks) What kind of Kantian cosmopolitan world are we living in? (Daniele 
dismisses his main personality of economist and  technology scholar; and draws on his 
decades of Kant studies)
Archibugi, Daniele (2009), Cittadini del mondo. Verso una democrazia cosmopolitica. 
Milano: Il Saggiatore
van Creveld

A couple of reading consists in analysing difference and simiarities between these two 
“Communitarian” political philosophies, that propose themselves as radical alternatives to 
“Liberalismo” as a political ideology (sometimes at the root of “liberismo economico”, 
although these two conceptions, liberalismo and  liberismo are quite independent). In such 
a case, the third reading should refer to Industrial Policy, so as to connect this much wider 
debate with the domain of application:
 - Tremonti, Giulio 
 - Weil, Simone, La prima radice
- review of Tremonti
-

9. BRICS “UNOFFICIAL” READING LIST: caution in using it! A walk in the FRESH AIR.
A parte gli scherzi, there is a caution here. We said until now there were just 8 reading lists 
(actually much more since, e.g,. no. 7 includes so many, like a russian doll). 
So, why a 9th one?
We believe that, with all the work you dedicate here to the strict discilines of the exam, and  
other suport contributions from general economics as well, some of you might like to walk 
OUTSIDE ECONOMICS  in one of his 4 bibliographical essays. Here, this is possible.

9\A. If you want to start understanding something on Continent China, this is the minimum 
kit:

James Kynge 2006, China Shakes the World.
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9\B. If you want to start understanding something on Continent India, here is the minimum 
kit:

a

9\C. If you want to start understanding something on one of the oddest countries ever, and 
a motherland to humanity during Ice Ages, this is your minimum kit for South Africa:
André Brink
André Brink
Coetzee
Coetzee
Coetzee: among his novels, whatever - heʼs by far the best 
living writer in the world.
David Lewis-Williams 2002, The Mind in the Cave: 
Consciousness and the Origins of Art. Thames & Hudson.
David Lewis-Williams and David Pearce 2005, Inside the 
Neolithic Mind: Consciousness, Cosmos and the Realm of 
the Gods. Thames & Hudson.
Jaffe

RIGHT: Mandelaʼs prison cell at Robben Island 
(Photo: Anders Hallegreen)

Mandela, Nelson. Long Walk to Freedom: The 
Autobiography of Nelson Mandela. Little, Brown and Co., 
Boston, 1994. Translated into Italian. See also: http://
nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/peace/articles/mandela/
index.html 
X (UK)

9\D. If you want to go for a random walk in the Amazonian forest, donʼt go alone, please!
Ask for my friend Capitao Joao, or a colleague of his, at the Captainsʼ barrack in the 
Manaus harbour (we already talked about in the class), and bring with you these books for 
the siesta on the amaca:

Sèrgio Buarque de Hollanda
Gilberto Freyre 1933, Casa-Grande & Senzala
Celso Furtado
Guimaraes Rosa 1956, Grande Sertao. Veredas. - cʼè una  trad. it. The Odysseic epics of 
the sertao (entroterra semiarido) in one of the best book of all times and places. You can 
properly read it only once, your first time: since, at the end, you discover something quite 
unexpected.

9\E The deep soul of Russia, the Motherland of a slavophile culture intimately interwoven 
with the Eastern Orthodox Church, is a piece of this Russian puzzle:
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Dostoevskij: choose a novel of your taste

JOINT FINAL SEMINAR ISSUES:  
a) neo- and post-Marxists: OVER-ACCUMULATION underlies STAGDEFLATION 
b) CAMBRIDGE KEYNESIANS and Kalecki-Minsky: itʼs an unsustainable set of assets 

allocation, distribution, finance and labour market disequilibria (versus GCE views)
c) centre-left Keynesians (Krugman, Roubini, Samuelson): ∂ expenditure, in order to 

avoid a LR weakening of capabilities, potential output; at the price of some inflation
d) NEOCLASSIC-NEOKEYNESIAN synthesis (Mankiw): itʼs a SR, not a LR issue
e) NEOCLASSICS: Keynesians (Obamians) are not wrong, they are unilateral (Boldrin)
f) NEOAUSTRIANS: since knowledge is disperse, so must be the push to a recovery

LIST OF THE GROUPS YOU HAVE TO FORM FOR THE SEMINAR. 
NOTABEN: you will form about 15 groups x 3 people = 45, mre or less, and weʼll organize 
them in the next few  days, since they must start working, the sooner the better.
TASKS 
i - be  informed on your subject, therefore make alive interventions at the Seonar, in order 
to add your knoeìwledge to our discussions, and spread it in the cass
ii- make a short oral presentation in the 2nd week of the Seminar, April 27-28  -- nothing 
written is required; eventually prepare a short Power Point, but only if this is really of help 
for deploying your arguments: you donʼt have to “show off” or “fare bella figura col prof”, 
but  just to co-operate in the class - eh eh, and eventually to show off with a ... 
classmate :-) :-). 
iii - Make posts to the course blog, with very short summaries on what you find, that you 
believe of general interest: a  cpmment; a link to an interesting document or contribution.

A) group 1 - THE MINSKY MOMENT INTERPRETATION OF THE CRISIS, and 
ongoing strategic research at the Levy Institute, where the late Minsky 
used to work. The basis will be a short paper by Minsky summarising his 
financial cycle model. Another paper says it is not a Minsky cycle now: youʼll 
make up  your mind on these 2.  Then you dig: http://www.levy.org/research.aspx 
namely under the 2 labels 

The State of the U.S. and World Economies
The Distribution of Income and Wealth

B) group 2 -PROF. NOURIEL ROUBINI, “DOCTOR DOOM” or “LA CASSANDRA”: a) 
the  insider analyses of the 2 bubbles, while they were deploying (itʼs really amusing); b) 
crisis predictions years before; 3) scenarios making; 4) MAN OF THE YEAR 2008; 5) 
what he says for 2009; 6) MAJOR CRITICISMS, envy, etc,; 7) CONCLUSION 
(comoaring what he says qiìwithwhʼhappende, also WITHIN the SEninar, using hints 
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from what other rlelevant grouo are doing, make a phine call, discuss on  Facebook - 
instead of using Facebook only for -- it i s a ponetial NETWORK OF KNOWEDGE AS 
EELL, senzʼannoiarsi)

C) group 3 - DESIGNING A NEW  IDL - INTERNATIONAL DIVISION OF LABOUR, FOR 
THE AFTER-CRISIS: a Thought Experiment. Read excerpts, ch.s from the basic 
handbook (integrating the Krugmanʼs one, you might have already studied in the 
triennium)

The Economics of Technical Change and International Trade
by Giovanni Dosi, Keith Pavitt, Luc Soete. March 1991, Hardcover, 
And some recent papers, NAMELY by:
- Paolo Guerrieri (Roma 2) on Asian regional filières, division of labour; current evolution
- Dieter Ernst (Honolulu, Hawaii) on digital R&D relocation: facts and perspectives.
Moreover: coordinate with macro-economic and policies Seminar teams, in order to get the 
CONSTRAINTS of your (sort of) “dynamic optimisation” problem, and the institutional 
frame as well, e.g.: FAQs 1) What might and should IMF, WB and WTO do in that 
direction? 2) Do the 3 institutions need some redesign (a G20 issue)? 2bis) Do we need a 
4th  Global Institution and - if yes- how would you label it? 3) Does the current international 
signalling-incentive system need corrections, also from a game theoretical perspective? 
We might fall, e.g., in a Tragedy of Commons: no one moves alone to a hypothetical 1st 
best IDL; add to the picture the “stylised fact” that  in the  international economy 
“coalitions” (= cooperative games) are even harder, a much more complex issue, 
compared to the already not-that-simple international diplomacy world (Ignazio Musu 
briefly deals  with international policy coordination and games theory in his Economia 
dellʼambiente textbook, while talking of Climate Change issues: a brief look might be worth 
and inspiring).
D) group 4 -IMPLICIT\EXPLICIT ECLECTIC MACROECONOMICS BEHIND ANTI-
CYCLICAL POLICIES DEALING AT THE SAME TIME WITH DEMAND AND SUPPLY:
- Michele Boldrin series of 7 interventions, starting January this year on “Noise from 

Amerika” blog aggregator, and still ongoing
- Boldrin implicitly refers to, has in his mind  a GCE overlappig generations modelling 

frame (e-g- see Cxxxx. But similarly “balanced” policy conclusions (so similar? enquiring 
this would be great, since I have  not yet discovered discrepancies) are reached also 
from a sort of REDUCED FORM of GCE: the GCE-based “New Economic 
Policy”  (median voter theorems; political-economic cycle, etc.) pioneered by Alesina and 
others, namely the IGIER-Bocconi. the Innocenzo Gasparini (Maestro of generations, 
incl. myself) Insititute, animating many Corriere editorials and  lavoce.info. 

- Empirics: the current ”Detroit bail” Great Debate is a good case, among others; you take 
a good blog or newspaper, from last December, and in the “Comments” section you find 
the entire spectrum of policies, theories  and visions.

- On theories. A 3rd reference area is Eclectic Keynesism; the best intro (although it is 
acritic, apologetic),  is XXX  in the CEE (Concise Enc. of Economics):  -----.

- “Moderate” (but not eclectic) keynesism à la Samuelson does not suggest just the same.
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Note: keep well into account History behind Maths - Models- Theory: had Keynes to come 
back, he would certainly rewrite a General Theory 2 from scratch (no.1 was such a PARTO 
DIFFICILE, since he had to throw away almost all his work in A Treatise on Money, in order 
to grasp the new Great Depression scenario). He woud likely teach us that there is no way 
to just stimulate Demand, in such a crazy world where the emergent Chindia urban middle 
class is forced to save positively, what we save negatively in the N. Atlantic civilisation.

E) group 5 - DERIVATIVES. FINANCIAL AND TOXIC INNOVATIONS-DIFFUSION-
IMPACT (CREDIT CRUNCH). 9

F)  French reading group 6 - A French Theory of Subcrime and its real economy 
roots: referring to on Aglietta-Berrebi 2007, and Jorion 2007.

G) group 7 -  JUST A FEW TECHNICALITIES ON TOXIC DERIVATIVES: WAS IT 
FINANCIAL INNOVATION? HOW DID IT DIFFUSE? WHY  THEIR IMPACT WAS  
SUCH A DISASTER?

And EVEN - as ROUBINI was the 1st one to detect - “a systemic meltdown? (NB: the latter 
FAQ is not AT ALL peculiar of this group, it would be too much a burden: it will be one of 
the cooperative issues and focuses of the whole Seminar)

H)  group 8 - Obamaʼs “libertarian paternalism” ? - where does he stands in political 
ideologies, and what does he propose as social-economic-financial policies? 

- George Akerlof and Robert Shiller 2009, Animal Spirits: How Human Psychology Drives the 
Economy, and Why It Matters for Global Capitalism. Princeton: Princeton University Press.
- (available from the prof) di --
- Nudge, by Richard Thaler and Cass Sunstein 2008.
Akerlof- Shiller reviews: in all the media and reviews, in Feb.-March 2009; as for the ft: 
Samuel Brittan (quoted in the Seminar bibliography below, Feb. 26) and Clive Cook (Feb. 
16: http://www.ft.com/cms/s/2/ed2f82dc-fbbc-11dd-bcad-000077b07658.html 
INTRODUCING THE LIBERTARIAN PATERNALISM label, as far as I know: search on 
Google, Technorati if there are antecedents).
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9  Basic readings:
A) An alphabet, dictionary. There are many of them: e.g., BBC: ---
B) the innovation: scanner file from teacher, ft weekend narration of the origin ----
C) derivatives diffusion dynamics: ...
D) CREDIT CRUNCH impact, namely (but not only in reality, of course) on international trade: Trade finance, 

banking introspection and emerging economies BY otaviano canuto. March  1, 2009
http://www.rgemonitor.com/latam-monitor/255705/
trade_finance_banking_introspection_and_emerging_economies 
E)
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I)  group 9 - WHAT IS THIS “NEW” ANIMAL (un ircocervo?) in the competition-institutional 
environment, and the choice set of micro-economic policies: “Financial Socialism”? 10 
And: Wʼhappens in the new, emerging world of bailouts (salvataggi) and banks-
insurances nationalisations (LINK UP, namely,  with groups: 5  and 11).
- E.g., in September 2008 the world no. 1 in the Insurance Industry, Californian AIG was 
nationalized: it looks like it is still performing very badly (“under oxygen”), and still “eating” 
more and more public money: search a bit about. The giant apparently is dead, and will 
never be back again, from what economic newspapers say, and guess.
- In http://www.lavoce.info/articoli/pagina1000752.html Costanza Russo makes, in Italian, a 

nice survey that tells you all the essentials you need to know, on Banks bailout 
techniques adopted in Europe (France, Germany, UK, Ireland and Spain).

- The subject is VERY HOT! While I write (March 11), Technorati  tells me about an 
interesting PERCOLATION. Origin is:

- professor  (you can listen to the podcast   ----, if you want) posed the KEY, RIGHT FAQ 
about Nationalizations; he was very cute, telling that according to him (I was already of 
the same opinion at the first meeting: LINK) tha G20 is useless,  since is not even posing 
such questions (of coutse thisnissue does not exhaust the supposed G20 tasks: see
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10 There are two autonomous sources, two co-inventors of THIS specific and polemic use of the Financial 
Socialism notion (as far as I know, it was not used in the past, but I never inquired on that). Prof. Arcangeli 
coined the term in his deeprecession blog, as soon as  he saw early signs of a deeply changing attitude in 
decision making on both sides of the Atlantic, namely  by Gordon Brown and Paulsson (the latter, being of 
course a HISTORIC change, without any antecedent; although not a surprising one, given the state-of-the-
art in the erosion of traditional policies). 
A couple of weeks later, always in September 2008, a “conservative” US Republican Sen. independently 
invented the same label, in order  to oppose the Paulsson plan. 
So, interestingly the co-invention was made: with the same economic and political meaning;   from quite 
opposite ideological and  political sides: nonetheless, converging in the criticism of finance bailouts and 
nationalisations with taxpayersʼ income. Times are aʼchanging.
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J) Institutions - group 10. Evaluating the policies, role and needs for institutional-policy change 
in 5 key institutions: the 3 Bretton Wood ones (2 +1 with WTO), the European Union and 
ECB.11

ECB - http://www.ecb.int/home/html/index.en.html 
EU: the Commissionhttp://ec.europa.eu/index_en.htm - EUROSTAT, statistics: http://
epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page?_pageid=1090,30070682,1090_33076576&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL 
IMF - http://www.imf.org/external/ 
WB -  http://www.worldbank.org/  data: http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/
DATASTATISTICS/0,,menuPK:232599~pagePK:64133170~piPK:64133498~theSitePK:239419,00.html       
WTO - http://www.wto.org/   statistics: http://www.wto.org/english/res_e/statis_e/Statis_e.htm 
Proposals:
- ft, Feb.09: Giuliano Amato and Emma Bonino propose an unlikely  New Bretton Woods
- Institutions start a recovery of CEE (Central-Eastern Eurpe), the next systemic collapse 

(see Group 11 theme)

K) group 11. A Tsunami from the East? Subcrime-2, this time from a European 
source? Public and private debts and risks in CEE, Central-Eastern Europe. The 
involvment of Western European banks (source: Dansk Bank Research).

• Dansk Bank Research
• Dansk Bank Research
• WSJ
•

L) group 12. Il “Giudizio di Dio” ovvero: igranare la retro nella macchina del tempo. Back 
to FDR (Frank Delano Roosevelt) and his New Deal. Do not analyze the Great 
Depression: the Concise Encyclopedy of Economics item will be  enough on that! 
Concentrate just on these economic history FACTS:  the  actual FDR policy 
measures, their impact (this is the most complex and controversial issue), and  
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11 Other global institutions include, among others:
OECD (club of the more advanced countries) - http://www.oecd.org/home/ 
United Nations. Data: http://data.un.org/   UN Economic Commissions, e.g.:
 Economic Commission for Africa UNECA http://www.uneca.org/ 
 Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean ECLAC http://www.eclac.org/
World Health Organization WHO http://www.who.int/  
Regional ones: 
 - Association of Southeast Asian Nations ASEAN http://www.asean.or.id/ 
-  South Americaʼs MERCOSUL:
- Uno studio di scienza politica su come è nato il Mercosul. Una verifica positiva del modello economico-

politologico per cui lʼemergere di una autorità regionale “requires a regionally preponderant power that acts 
as a core provider of collective goods for member-states.”. Gaspare M. Genna and Takeo Himi 2004, 
Brazilian Regional Power in the Development of Mercosul. Annual Meeting of the American Political 
Science Association, Chicago, IL. September 2-5, 2004.

Italy: ISTAT - www.istat.it . On Italian economic policies: www.lavoce.info   www.economiaepolitica.it 
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the “atmosphere” you could breed in America in those hectic days  - e.g., in the 
masterpiece Fordʼs film Grapes of Wrath, now oL. There is one leading Author on 
this: Amity Shlaes (her blog, and her very recent book). In brief, as we briefly 
anticipated in the classroom: Amity says, in her key argument, that  FDR was 
concentrating all the decisions and power, obscillating here and  there, diffusing further 
uncertainty (already the poison too much concentrated in the “atmosphere”), and thus 
inducing fear and disarray among potential entrepreneurs and  investors. It is out of our 
scope to validate her hypothesis: let us better understand  what she says, and check it 
at least with another INDIRECT, different source or interpretation.

Her analysis is today EXTREMELY controversial (this, of course,  does not imply sheʼs 
either wright or wrong), since her conclusions have an immediate impact agaist the entire 
Obamaʼs philosophy. Even more than that: after all, Obama says  heʼs a pragmatist, so if 
we had to convince him that something was wrong, he might adapt or change policy. He 
was very clear, explicit on that: I do not have any a priori “ricetta” on economic policies 
(implicitly: I am a lawyer, a politician and a social reformer; NOT an economist, nor a 
partisan of ANY economic school: Keynes or not to Keynes). Therefore I  ask advice to all  
the best experts from whatever school, and then, after a full revision and processing, Iʼll 
make up my mind and take my due decisions. Problem is that History does not wait, and  
THERE WAS NO TIME for this hypothetical process: with a systemic collapse ongoing 
since August 2007, and the Bush Adm. always running AFTER the events ... Obama did 
not waste a single day: in an unprecedented informal public process (on the border of the 
law and Constitution, under the emergency), with virtually 13 billion  surprised eyes upon 
him, 2 days after Nov. 4 Obama spent a full day in Chicago with his first economic team, 
17 people, a sample of the forthcoming Administration. The 17th, world wealtiest man 
Warren Buffett, was present in videoconference.12

But this issue (Mother of all FAQs: is FDR a model, or not?) is so dividing and dramatic, 
since Amity attacks the very heart not just of Obamaʼs profile and exceptional rhetoric art 
(Lincoln, FDR), but of whatsoever Liberal-and-Dem policy on a Great Depression 
(yesterday, and today).
This is why all the Keynesian-Dem intellectual front is strongly and sincerely engaged, in 
these days, in a “difesa dʼufficio” of FDR (useless to win an election, if  just after you lose 
the hegemony of your ideas in the public opinion: you risk not even lasting 4 years, in a 
Great Depression! This is what is at stake).  But staying on the defensive  is rarely a good 
tactics (il “catenaccio”). Now, the problem is that the intellectual “left” (but beware of such 
labels: we  live in a deep\fast change Minsky Moment) has not yet a Champion scholar to 
oppose to Amity. I have a candidate for such a delicate task, to propose to the attention of 
this group: search about what already wrote, on this and related issues, the current Chief 
of Obamaʼs Economic Advisors, Prof.  Christina Rohmer (one of the Chicago 17 team, 
of course). Sheʼs an economic historian, well equipped for being a Gladiatrice, entering 
the Arena for the “Giudizio di Dio” battle against Amity Shlaes. In comparison with such an 
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event, (sorry for the groupies, but) even the epic and splendid Kurt Russell  might 
just disappear from our memory ...
- Christina Rohmer
- Amity Shlaes
- CEE: Great Depression
A nice way to do your presentation at the Seminar, would be to invent and simulate a 
contraddittorio of Amity against  Christina, with some interpolations and some literal 
quotations of the two. With the script on paper, two of you might even  recitare la parte: 
THAT would be great! A simulation of the Final Battle about FDRʼs legacy, that might settle 
the cultural mood about anti-depression policies worldwide, not just in the States.

M) A second, but much shorter TRIP IN HISTORY. A look and carotage in the social 
fabrics of subcrime: President Clinton, Greenspan and the policy making of the 
subcrime scene. The Sherlock Holmes in this group might cooperate with the pecial Unt, 
group .
The argument might quickly levitate towars Infinity, so a suggested shortcut is to 
concentrate (then you add whatever you think is worth adding) on:

1 - Greenspanʼs “easy money”, e.g., as described in the  materials of the early 
Roubiniʼs rge site; but you find even here in the Seminarʼs reference list, plenty 
of other sources on this.
2 - A unique source, an INSIDER view in Clintonʼs Adm. is given  by his 1st 
Chairman of Economic advisors, my dear friend Laura Tyson (then came Joe 
Stiglitz, in that role). This speaks a  lot about: worldwide  institutional policy 
(inventing the WTO), 13 globalisation, and early signs of financial instability -
compare Tysonʼs interview, with Chesnais 2007: this comparison is excellent!
3- LAST BUT NOT LEAST: besides Greenspanʼs continuos attempts to 
SUICIDE CAPITALISM (see Zingales 2008), all the interpreters converge to 
point (From A to Z =  Zamagni 2008) to the 1999 (?) abolition of the  X-Z law.
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13 The fun is that: on the one hand,  Laura certifies in her long interview,  what was already known: WTO was 
central in the international Clintonʼs program. YES BUT (“ma anche”, in Crozzaʼs Veltroni), when WTO first 
met in Seattle, Bill Clinton   was personally organising the protest against ... himself! You see from 
here that he was a pure genius of politics, above everyone else in his times. There was malcontento among 
the TUs (the flight  of jobs to Mexico at the time), and he even financed the  American TUs to go to Seatte, to 
lead the protest (also because they were an argin to more extreme left, of course: double geniality). 
Innocently,  activists from the global village came to Seattle and thought they were reinventing the world (that 
was the Baptism of Altermondialisme, Attac, etc.), while the script was entirely authored by Bill, for both the 
alternative fronts.
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SEMINARʼs REFERENCES
Chesnais, François (2008, Jan.), Fin dʼun cycle. Sur la  portée et le 
cheminement de la  crise financière. Carré Rouge - La Brèche,  1: 17-31. 
This is the key paper for a longrun interpretation of the current quasi-
systemic crisis. English and Italian versions available.
Guttman and Pilhon (2008) introduce an important notion. Even though the crisis 
had not to degenerate into a fully systemic one (in fact, we walk on such a risky 
border since from its start), an unsustainable international pattern  broke forever:
i) (they argue) the US as last instance buyer, on the one hand; and on the other:
ii)  (we add, esp. after Google-chatting 1 hour with Michele Boldrin on that) China as 

low cost “factory of the world” (it doesnʼt work, since all the primary markets are 
permanently destabilised: not only in terms of a physical restraint >> agflation, 
etc.; but, more properly, in industrial economics terms - see metals case study; 
the same holds for all the irreproducibles, therefore for CO2 based energy).

- Besides these basics  incl. in the course textbooks: the 2 just mentioned,  plus Aglietta - 
Berrebi 2007 (still the best book on the issue), and Salvatiʼs (2009) short essay, 

-  in the Seminar the teachers will talk on the base of this selection. I know it is large; but please 
note that I already selected a lot: you find here (with no obligation at all, just for your knowledge base) only 
those readings that I checked out and selected, while I discarded hundreds. A much wider list (a bit less 
updated than this one) can also be found in the last pages of:  Arcangeli 2009a.

il dirigente della Fed che è morto: SUO LIBRO
 

Aglietta, Michel, Laurent Berrebi and Audrey Cohen (2007, Sept.), Les marchée 
des taux de la zone euro. A Power Point presentation. Paris:  Groupama asset 
management. www.cepii.fr/francgraph/communications/pdf/2007/250907/berrebi.pdf 

Arcangeli, E.F. (2009a, March), http://enzofabioarcangeli.files.wordpress.com/2009/03/
subcrimes.pdf 

Arcangeli, E. F. (2009b, March) A SUBCRIME DOSSIER Aug.07 - Feb.09.  A  
collected and commented documentation, and a bibliography (in a set of .pdf files) 
especially tailored for the Seminar (a commented reading: analyses -data -facts from many 
sources. NAMELY: the most relevant academic and applied research literature; top level 
economic press and specialistsʼ blogs; Bretton Woods institutions: IMF and WB). Spanning 
in time: from the early warnings of the bubble implosion that took place in Aug. 2007, to 
the  1st   economic policy measures, basically the 4 plans sent by Pres. Barack Obamaʼs 
Administration to the US Congress and Senate, as well as what they actually approved up 
to now (the documentaton ends here, in February, with just a short Appendix on the early 
warnings of a hypothetical Subcrime-2 in Eastern Europe).
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Bartels, Larry M. (2008), Unequal Democracy: The Political Economy of the New 
Gilded Age. Russell Sage Foundation/Princeton University Press.  A thorough review by 
Michael Tomasky:  http://www.nybooks.com/articles/22156

Barton, Allen H. (2008, Sept.) "Letter: Another Take on "Why Paulson is Wrong", 
The Economists' Voice: Vol. 5 : Iss. 5, Article 9. 
DOI: 10.2202/1553-3832.1410
Available at: http://www.bepress.com/ev/vol5/iss5/art9 14

Becchetti, Leonardo (2009, 16 gennaio), I giovani e la crisi globale. LʼOsservatore 
Romano. http://www.benecomune.net/news.interna.php?notizia=640 

Beitel, Karl (2008, May), The Subprime Debacle. Monthly Review. Although he 
does not quote Aglietta -Berrebi and Chesnais (language barriers to globalisation?), his 
key analysis  does not diverge: “other crises await, and the ability of the central bank 
indefinitely to defer the underlying problem of overaccumulation is far from guaranteed”.

Bellofiore, Riccardo e Richard Halevi (2008, 29 ottobre), Lo stato è intervenuto 
anche nel “neoliberismo”. Il Manifesto. http://pensatoio.ilcannocchiale.it/?r=28165

Boldrin, Michele
Brahmbhatt, Milan et al. (2008, Nov.), Weathering the Storm: Economic Policy 

Responses to the Financial Crisis. Washington: PREM - WB. It deals with developing 
countries vunerabilities and  policies. As well as other  doc, it will be replicated, from the World 
Bank PREM page in this case, into an oL repository of the Seminar, keeping its original filename: 
WeatheringtheStorm12-01-08.pdf  

Brittan, Samuel (2009, Feb.26), Demand matters, not animal spirits, ft column - 
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/18a3e9d0-0437-11de-845b-000077b07658.html Sharp and TO 
THE POINT criticism of the new book, Ackerlof and Shiller (the latter, no.1 on bubbles) 15
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14 A Readerʼs Reaction to: Zingales 2008.
Paulson proposes a top-down solution to the financial crisis by government purchase of bad loans from the 
lenders to "clean" their balance sheets [NdR: actually this did not happen: it was, at the time, the ORIGINAL 
PURPOSE of the Paulsson plan, which afterwards became much more like a Gordon Brown plan]. But, 
Barton suggests, a bottom-up solution would be a subsidy to borrowers to ensure full payments, restoring 
the value of the "toxic assets," thereby cleaning up.
In the October issue, Manfredo Dix objects that Barton forgets the moral hazard argument.
In the December one, Barton counter-argues on “The Moral Hazard of Bailing Out Borrowers”. A bailout of 
subprime mortgage borrowers would not create a "moral hazard" because it could be limited to those "toxic" 
mortgages already issued and packaged in "toxic" securities, contrary to Manfredo Dix's fears.
Note - Paulsson Adm. also thought so, but it proved  IMPOSSIBLE (for reasons weʼll analyse in the Seminar) 
to separate toxic products; moreover, with crisis transmission mechanisms, toxicity is a pandemia. In early 
2009, a major scale-up of toxicity is on, with the “European subcrime”, that is the bailout of East Europe.

15 Samuel Brittan concludes apodittically: “ The US could have been replaced as consumer of last resort by an 
upsurge of worthy investment in any part of the world or by an increase in consumption in the Asian surplus countries. 
Neither has happened. So world balance is being brought about by a slump that has slashed the savings of Opec, the oil 
producers’ cartel, and may yet do the same for China The US could have been replaced as consumer of last resort by an 
upsurge of worthy investment in any part of the world or by an increase in consumption in the Asian surplus countries. 
Neither has happened. So world balance is being brought about by a slump that has slashed the savings of Opec, the oil 
producers’ cartel, and may yet do the same for China”.  Un Keynesiano di ritorno, pentito di averlo abbandonato!
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de Brunhoff, Suzanne 2006, Finance, Capital, Etats, pp. 15-63 
in:  S. de Brunhoff et al., La finance capitaliste. Paris: Presse 
Universitaires de France.
Canuto, Otaviano (2008, November  14), http://
www.rgemonitor.com/latam-monitor/254325/
emerging_markets_and_the_systemic_sudden_stop - in 2 weeks time, 
1 million views on this post! With Bradʼs (bsetser) comments, replies.
LEFT: Otaviano Canuto, Vice President, World Bank.
Catho Institute (the world  leading market-liberal think tank) 
liveblog Obamaʼs 1st economic talk to the 2 Chambers_http://
www.cato-at-liberty.org/2009/02/24/live-blogging-obamas-speech/  
Chesnais, François (2000, Jan.-Feb.), Mondialisation: le capital 
rentier aux commandes. Les Temps Modernes, n°607.16

Chesnais, François (2008, Jan.), Fin dʼun cycle. Sur la portée et 
le cheminement de la crise financière. Carré Rouge - La Brèche,  1: 17-31.

Chesnais, François

Dosi G., G. Fagiolo and A. Roventini 2006, “An Evolutionary Model of 
Endogenous Business Cycles”, Computational Economics, Issue: Online 
First, May.
Lʼencyclopédie de LʼAgorà (2006) http://agora.qc.ca/mot.nsf/Dossiers/

Neoliberalisme - papers in French by Beck, Bourdieu, Duménil-Lévy, Lagueux. Linked 
items: von Hayek, Libéralisme, Adam Smith.

Galbraith, James K. (2006), Taming Predatory Capitalism. The Nation, March 30. 
http://www.thenation.com/doc/20060417/forum/4 Chiude questo breve intervento citando 
proprio suo padre, lʼindimenticabile John Kenneth G., una colonna del pensiero economico 
americano, ed un deus ex machina della Amministrazione Kennedy.

Galbraith, James K. (2008), The Predator State: How Conservatives Abandoned 
the Free Market and Why Liberals Should Too. New York: Free Press, August 5.

Greenspan, Alan (2008, Oct. 23), audition at the House Committee on Oversight 
and Government Reform. Bloomberg
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16  fr-wiki, item: François Chenais.
Dans Mondialisation : le capital rentier aux commandes, Chesnais veut nous montrer que le mouvement 
actuel de lʼéconomie nʼest pas, contrairement à ce qui est répété chaque jour, la libéralisation du marché. En 
fait, le bon fonctionnement de ce marché est de plus en plus menacé par les capitaux industriel et financier «  
possédant de fortes caractéristiques rentières ». Ceux qui détiennent ce type de capital sont les 
investisseurs institutionnels (compagnies dʼassurance, de fonds de pension, de fonds communs de 
placement) et ce sont eux les grands bénéficiaires du régime. À lʼinverse des idées véhiculées par le 
néolibéralisme, la mondialisation nʼest pas quʼéconomique, elle est aussi politique. Un espace a été 
délibérément créé par le politique en faveur du capital rentier.
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Haque, Umair (2009, Jan. 7), A userʼs guide to 21st Century 
Economics. http://blogs.harvardbusiness.org/haque/2009/01/
a_users_guide_to_21st_century.html 

Haque, Umair (2009, Jan. 30), The Smarth Growth Manifesto. 
http://blogs.harvardbusiness.org/haque/2009/01/
davos_discussing_a_depression.html 17

Henwood, Doug, 1998, Wall Street (Verso), 
www.wallstreetthebook.com/WallStreet.pdf 

IMF (2009, Jan. 28) http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2009/update/01/

index.htm World Economic Outlook Update
Global Economic Slump Challenges Policies

Jorion, Paul (2007), Vers la crise du capitalisme américain? Paris: La Découverte - 
MAUSS. The definitive book on subprime: it fully anticipated the bubble bust and the 
Fannie-Freddie telenovela. A perfect companion of Aglietta-Berrebi, if you read French.

van Creveld 1999,
Lagueux, Maurice, Quʼest-ce que le néolibéralisme. Lʼencyclopédie de LʼAgorà. 
Lazonick, W. (2007), http://www.uml.edu/centers/CIC/Research/

Lazonick_Research/Lazonick_Recent_Research/Lazonick%20USSM%26GIE%20ICC
%202007.pdf. The US stock market and the governance of innovative 
enterprise, Industrial and Corporate Change, 16: 983-1035.

Levy Economic Institute of Bard College 2008, 17th Annual Hyman P. Minsky 
Conference on the State of the US and World Economies. “Credit, Markets and the Real 
Economy: is the Financial System Working?” Annandale-on-Hudson,  April 17-18.

Minsky, Hyman P. (1980), Capitalist financial processes and the instability of 
capitalism. Journal of Economic Issues, 14.

Minsky, Hyman P. (1993), The Financial Instability Hypothesis. In: Philip Arestis 
and Malcolm Sawyer eds., Handbook of Radical Political Economy. Aldershot: Edward 
Elgar. see Section 3 above. http://www.levy.org/pubs/wp74.pdf

Orléan, A. 1999, Le pouvoir de la finance. Paris: Odile Jacob.
Pasinetti
Paulsson
Perez, Carlota
Piketty, T. and E. Saez 2003, 
Reinhart, Carmen (1999): Some Parallels Between Currency and Banking Crises: 

A Comment. Published in: International Finance and Financial Crises: Essays in Honor of 
Robert P. Flood Jr. Peter Isard, Assaf Razin and Andrew Rose, eds. London: Kluwer 
Academic Pre (1999): pp. 19-23. http://mpra.ub.uni-muenchen.de/13197/ 

Roubini G. E. = RGE
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17  “The question Davos -- and most leaders -- are asking is: where will tomorrow's growth come from? Will it 
result from oil, cleantech, bailouts, China, or Obama? The answer is: none of the above. Tomorrow's growth 
won't come from a person, place, or technology - but from understanding why yesterday's growth has failed”
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Roubini, Nouriel - scorrersi (lo farà un gruppo ad hoc, il blog personale alʼinterno di 
rge-monitor: un paio di milestone che potrebbero leggere anche gli altri sono:)

Russo, Costanza (2008, 17 novembre), Paese  per paese come si salvano le 
banche. 

Salvati, Michele (2009, 10 marzo),  
Setser, Brad - select some
Shiller  XXXXX - From the excellent expert of Finance, the main analysis that 

forecasted with exactitude and deepness, the forthcoming fall of the New Economy 
bubble.

Shiller and
Stiglitz, Joseph E. (2005?), The Roaring Nineties. 
Stiglitz, Joseph E. (2009), A Bank Bailout That Works. The Nation, March  23; oL, 

March 4: http://www.thenation.com/doc/20090323/stiglitz?rel=hp_picks - Banks have polluted 
the economy; it's a matter of equity and efficiency that they clean it up.

Thoma, Mark (2008), Does Income Concentration Cause Bubbles? A FAQ: http://
economistsview.typepad.com/economistsview/2008/10/does-wealth-con.html .

Tremonti, Giulio (2008),     -- recensito dal pdv liberista da: xxx , La Rivista 
dei Libri - IT. edition of the New York Revew of Books.

Tyson, Laura  interview (200x) -  a unique view from inside the 1990s Clinton 
Team; very good, e.g. combined and compared with the quite opposite Chesnais view 
(unfortunately, I am a good friend of both, but I cannot invite them to dinner together - efa) 

Wallerstein, Immanuel (2008, Oct. 15), The Depression: A Long-Term View. - - - Is 
globalisation dead?  A  longterm scenario, by one of the top living historians, the founder of 
a key neomarxist school (where Giovanni Arrighi is a leading figure)  http://
badmatthew.blogspot.com/2008/10/wallerstein-on-return-of-depression.html

WB (2009, Feb. 3), Will Cities Survive the Financial Crisis? 18

Zamagni, Stefano (2008), Il monito di una crisi annunciata. 3 dicembre. http://
www.benecomune.net/news.interna.php?notizia=590 . Ask me a much more extended 
version I have, that appeared in Micromega.  This paper, esp. in its fuller version,  is really 
excellent and goes very deep on culture and ethics: the official Catholic interpretation 
of the crisis. In order to understand how important it is, keep in mind that in this precise 
moment, Stefano is writing the urtext (1st version) of the next Papa Ratzingerʼs Enciclica, 
on Subprime and the  other factors of the crisis. It will  certainly become a catalyst of the 
global debate on the redesign of economic institutions and structures. Possibly, 
extrapolating from previous Encicliche Sociali, Caʼ Foscari prof. Ignazio  Musu might be 
also writing other Sections of the forthcoming Enciclica, namely on climate change and  
the respect of the environment, as they shoud be in the Next or  Post- Capitalism.
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18   * As world markets suffer, cities in developing nations will inevitably feel the pain most sharply
    * Cities capture the unique benefits of economic density and are important for the prosperity of nations, 
both in good times and in bad
    * Policymakers should try to make cities work well instead of worrying about their size
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Zingales, Luigi (2008, Sept.) "Why Paulson is Wrong," The Economists' Voice: 
Vol. 5 : Iss. 5, Article 2. -- DOI: 10.2202/1553-3832.1407  -- Available at: http://
www.bepress.com/ev/vol5/iss5/art2. EPIC CONCUSION OF ZINGALES, a top Italian 
economist, R. McCormack Professor of Entrepreneurship and Finance, Chicago:

“The  decisions  that  Congress  must  make  now will  matter not  just  to  the  
prospects  of  the U.S. economy  in  the  year  to  come;  they  will  shape  the  type  of  capitalism 
we  will  live  in  for  the  next  fifty years. Do  we  want  to  live  in a  system  where  profits  are 
private,  but  losses  are  socialized?  Where  taxpayer  money  is  used  to  prop  up  failed 
firms? Or  do  we  want  to  live  in  a  system  where  people are held  responsible for  their 
decisions, where  imprudent  behavior  is  penalized  and  prudent  behavior  rewarded? 

For  somebody  like  me  who  believes strongly  in  the  free  market  system, the  most 
serious  risk  of  the  current  situation  is  that  the  interest  of a  few  financiers  will  undermine 
the  fundamental  workings  of  the  capitalist system. The  time  has  come  to  save  capitalism 
from  the  capitalists.” Arcangeliʼs note: from somebody like me that (as a Trade Unionist 
when younger, and a socialist) actually never believed SO MUCH in free markets, I must 
say that I undersign 100%  what Prof. Zingales says here, alla lettera. Letʼs work together 
to save (a necessarily amended, reformed, but not socialized) capitalism from capitalists.

Occasional papers of interest and support to this area are also:
- “hub” economic blogs: the macroeconomics hub no. 1 is rge-monitor. Plus, e.g.: 

alphaville, Calculated Risk, de(e)pre(ce)ssion, follow the money (Brad Setser), 
Noise from Amerika, Paul Krugman,  ... (you discover yourself which are the hubs: from 
crossed quotations, the blogroll list of each blog, and what Technorati corectly labels 
“PERCOLATION”: someone gives a news, a comment or a new interpretation of facts; not later 
than the day after  it is just quoted and re-diffused, or commented and reviewed: the original 
blogpost “percolates” across the web2.0; a secondary percolation wave might bifurcate from it)

-  
- Tett, Gillian (May 31/June 1, 2008),  “Derivatives” has become a dirty word. Now has the 

kind of ingenuity they sprang from also been tainted? FT Weekend, pp. 21-26. This is by 
far the best account  on the ORIGIN OF DERIVATIVES: the “innovation” moment is 
captured here, in the words of the inventors themselves (in a 1st class piece of 
journalism, not by chance written by a top ft correspondant; Gillian has a background in 
anthropology, that she exploits in her work of analysis and inquiry, and makes the 
difference).

We will take some time for reading the dayʼs international media - press - social media, 
and selected economic blogs (e.g. AsiaTimes, BBC, Bloomberg, Calculated Risk, The 
Economist, Financial Times, A Folha, Google blogs, Lloyds, Noise from Amerika, 
mpettis.com on China, Reuters, Nouriel Roubiniʼs rge-monitor, Brad Setser, Technorati, 
The Times of India and its associated The Economc Times, Wall Street Journal; 
economiaepolitica, il sole 24 ore and its radio, lavoce.info). Also a chance to read 
alternative economic schools, behind the lines of an analysis, a comment, a general or 
industrial policy proposal.
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Finally, in and on Italy the two basic, collettive economic blogs  represent two alternative 
economic school views: 
a) lavoce.info  the Bocconi based GCE, mainstream, Neoclassical and often but not aways 

free-marketeers (liberisti); and 
b) economiaepolitica: lead by Naples - Campania, a group of political economists who 

basically refer to Marx, Kalecki-Keynes and Pasinetti (but are no pupils of the latter), for 
proposing a “freezing” of our public debt (a deliberately provocative and hardly realistic 
proposal, echoing the Min. Ferreroʼs theses in the last Prodi coalition Gov.), for the sake 
of our  last  bibliographical theme: LET US GO BACK TO INDUSTRIAL POLICIES, in 
many States underscored by the free-marketeer cultural hegemony and its 
deregulations.

APPENDIX 1
enzo fabio arcangeli
paper submitted for selection for the Firenze, AISRE 2009 Conference - ABSTRACT:

FROM DER TO RED: from Derivatives to Redistribution. A 2-regions model 

The paper introduces a basic real-financial model of the global depression of the 2010s 
and its roots in unsustainable real disequilibria in primary markets (Nature and Labour 
Force), inducing a “low ceiling” in global (2 regions) growth, therefore a deflationary regime 
in the global financial market. There are two  regions (West and East), with unlimited 
labour force supply in the 2nd one, and limited irreproducible natural resources supply 
(even if extracted beyond an optimal path). 
 Globalisation and absorption of a previous 3rd region (Socialism) into the East,  
interrupts the tropicality of the Lewis dual growth model, and makes it global. The problem 
now is how to avoid an unmanageable explosion of inter-regional net capital flows (S- I) - 
namely by reorganising into a new, sustainable IDL (Interregional Divison of Labour). 
 Unfortunately this transition has to pass through a Great Crisis (both in the model 
and in history). But, in a “realistic scenario” version  of the model, wrong Western 
economic policies make conflicts even more acute, disrupt finance and lead to a disaster.
 On the one hand, the East has to enrich very fast, in order to generate  a  urban 
middle class demand for the import of expensive services from West; the latter  in part 
deindustrialises, in part reintroduces high “absolute surplus value” exploitation (in order to 
resist to the drift of all manufacturing in the East, which had been   forecasted by Alfred 
Weber's location model 90 years ago).  
 But an artificial financial Minsky cycle (represented in a sub-model), irresponsibly 
manipulated for SR aims by the West CB, adds a series of bubbles to the already 
unsustainable (for real reasons) 2-regions growth, until the price of fixed resources stops 
the growth of the East, and throws the global economy into an acute and long depression. 
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 No-bubble policy alternatives are discussed hereby, and compared to what happens  
in reality; they require a high substitution of RED for DER.
 Even (often advocated) anti-bubble, monetarist restrictive policies are discarded, not 
ideologically: since they lead to the “European disease”. An € zone (a subregion of the 
West) under German orthodoxy, we predict will miss an entire 50 years Long Wave. In 
reality, it already happened and will happen again and again, until you change policy.
  Also the disequilibrium role of maritime interregional transport is discussed; the very 
nature of the 4 entrenched maritime markets (Stepford 2008) generates automatically an 
acute procyclical effect; currently, it adds to the bubble bust globally, and brings South 
Korea (with China, the Eastern shipbuiding district) close to a default.
 Policy implications of the model at different geoscales and spatial dependence 
(Sheppard) are discussed: a) a neo-Keynesian social pact for next LW can only be 
cosmopolitan (Archibugi 2009);  b) the German people needs an intensive psycho-analysis 
input, to get rid of the 1920s hyperinflation complex; c) in Chindia-East the transition can 
only be as fast as possible (far below 10%), for the 2 regions model  to be sustainable. 
Also important rural-urban intraregional conditions must be enforced  in a new regional 
growth pattern. 
 Nonetheless, policies keep being constrained into a corner. The sharp opposition of 
regimes between  the 3 basic markets (Credit, Labour Force and Nature) creates a long 
run tension which requires finally to  transform dynamically the  contradiction, by changing 
some of these constraints: an infinitely elastic Eastern labour market;  a deflationary global 
finance regime (Aglietta and Berrebi 2007); fixed and scarcely substitutable primary 
resources.

APPENDIX 2
WEB RESOURCES FOR ECONOMISTS

WP (Working Papers) sources: a selection

Economistsʼ Biographies
Concise Encyclopedia of Economics: 
CEPA:  http://cepa.newschool.edu/het/alphabet.htm

Data sources
European Central Bank

Eurostat

IMF 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
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United Nations

The World Bank

Main Meta-source from now on: http://www.socialcapitalgateway.org/eng-
workingpapers.htm - page visited on Feb. 7, 2009. Our re-editing, addings marked in red.

Working papers resources
• Fundamental Resources 
To find every kind of Economics working papers on the web. This section includes RePEc 
database -THE FULL LISTED IS REPORTED BELOW
• Working Papers Collections 
Collections of working papers, classyfied by argument or by provider. This section includes 
collections edited by research institutions or organizations paying a particular attention to 
the study of social interactions and social capital - FULL LIST BELOW
• Future Conferences 

Informations on future conferences and call for papers
• Google scholar retrieves whatever is onLine: from published articles to working papers.
• Other Useful Resources 

on working papers. Here you can find the JEL classification system

Databases and E-Journals
• Databases and Resources collections 
This section includes resources to find working papers, journal articles, web sites, 
academic departments, research institutions and organizations all over the world. Here 
you can find links to Resources for Economists (RFE), to the Social Science Information 
Gateway and to EconLit
• Risorse fondamentali 
Resources for articles search. Here you can find links to Ingenta 
and J-Store, the most comprehensive archives of journal articles on social sciences
• Electronic Journals 
E-journals lists, to find social sciences journals, 
and a list of links to selected E-Journals in economics
• Publishers 
Publishers' commercial web sites
• Books 
on economics, dowloadble from the web. This section includes the link to a collection of 
Political Economy classics
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------^^^

Fundamental Resources
• RePEc, Research Papers in Economics 
RePEc is a collaborative effort of over 100 volunteers in 41 countries to enhance the 
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dissemination of research in economics. The heart of the project is a decentralized 
database of working papers, journal articles and software components
• IDEAS 
The largest bibliographic database dedicated to Economics and available on the Internet. 
Over 200,000 items of research can be browsed or searched, and over 110,000 can be 
downloaded in full text. IDEAS is run by Christian Zimmermann at the Department of 
Economics of the University of Connecticut. IDEAS uses the RePEc database.
• EconPapers 

EconPapers provides access to RePEc, the worlds largest collection of on-line 
Economics working papers, journal articles and software.
EconPapers provides a total of 209,513 searchable working papers, articles and software 
items with 116,917 items available on-line

• MPRA
MPRA is a RePEc service hosted by the Munich University Library in Germany. The WP 
repository contains 6,879 records. [Prof. Arcangeli publishes here all his WPs]
• Social Science Research Network (SSRN)
SSRN is composed of a number of specialized research networks in each of the social 
sciences. The SSRN eLibrary consists of two parts: an Abstract DB containing abstracts 
on over 68,500 scholarly working papers and forthcoming papers and an Electronic Paper 
Collection currently containing over 45,200 downloadable full text documents.
• NBER, National Bureau of Economic Research 
The National Bureau of Economic Research is a private, nonprofit, nonpartisan research 
organization dedicated to promoting a greater understanding of how the economy works
• Citations in Economics 
Citations from items in the RePEc database
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------^^^

Working papers collections
2B added: Danish based DB on Development

• BIS Review, Central Banks Articles and Speeches
A database of articles and other publications by Central Banks. It is edited by the Bank for 
International Settlements
• BREAD Working papers
BREAD (Bureau for Research and Economic Analysis of Development) working papers 
are unpublished academic papers, on topics that are of interest to development 
economists, defined loosely as the analysis of the economics of developing countries.
• CEPR Discussion papers 
The discussion papers of CEPR (Center for economic policy research), London.
• The Digital Library of the Commons (DLC)
The Digital Library of the Commons (DLC) provides free access to an archive of 
international literature on the commons, common-pool resources and common property. 
Features for authors and readers include advanced searching; browsing by region, sector, 
and author name.
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• EBRD Working Papers 
Working papers of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD). The 
working paper series has been produced to stimulate debate on the economic 
transformation of central and eastern Europe and the CIS. This collections includes many 
papers on the role of trust and social capital in transition economies
• ELSE, The ESRC Centre for Economic Learning and Social Evolution Discussion Papers 
The ESRC Centre for Economic Learning and Social Evolution (ELSE) is an 
interdisciplinary research centre devoted to the study of those areas of human behaviour 
in which Economics, Psychology and Anthropology come together. Most of the research 
effort at ELSE is formulated and pursued within the conceptual framework provided by the 
modern Theory of Games.
• Institute for Development Policy and Management Working Papers

The Institute for Development Policy and Management (IDPM) of the University of 
Manchester is the UKʼs largest University-based International Development Studies 
department. Working papers contain the findings of different research projects 
undertaken by IDPM staff

• Institute of Development Studies (IDS), University of Sussex.
• Paper Series at IDEAS 
Classified by provider. IDEAS actually includes about 1200 papers series
• Poverty, Inequality, Development (PID) Working Papers
The working papers series of the PID unit at the Cornell University. Cornell University is a 
world leader in research on poverty, inequality and development. Its faculty and graduate 
students conduct theoretical, empirical and policy oriented research across a wide range 
of disciplines and geographical locations.
• PRISM (Policy Making, Reporting and Measuring, Intangibles, Skills Development, 
Management) Research Papers 
Working Papers sulla gestione e la misurazione delle risorse intangibili a cura del PRISM
• S-WoPEc, Scandinavian Working Papers in Economics
• The Virtual Library on Microcredit 

This Virtual Library contains an impressive bibliography on microcredit and related 
topics, a collection of web resources, and database of case studies geographically 
organised. The web site is edited by the Global Development Research Center.

• World Bank - namely, among other internal sources of the WB:
• Global Network
• , a Research Department directed by the WB Vice-President Otaviano Canuto.

A forthcoming new review:
ARE. A forthcoming oL review. Prefaced by Nobel Prize Ken Arrow, its no.1 issue is:
http://arjournals.annualreviews.org/toc/economics/forthcoming 
Annual Review of Economics
Vol. 1 (Volume publication date September 2009)

Organizations and Trade
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Pol Antrás
Department of Economics, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02139; email: 
pantras@fas.harvard.edu

Esteban Rossi-Hansberg
Department of Economics, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544; email: 
erossi@princeton.edu

We survey an emerging literature at the intersection of organizational economics and 
international trade. We argue that a proper modelling of the organizational aspects of production 
provides valuable insights on the aggregate workings of the world economy. In reviewing the literature, we 
describe certain predictions of standard models that are affected or even overturned when organizational 
decisions are brought into the analysis. We also suggest potentially fruitful areas for future research.

Expected final online publication date for the ARE Volume 1 is Aug 01, 2009.
A papers selection:
The State of Macro

Olivier J. Blanchard
Department of Economics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139; 
email: blanchar@mit.edu

After the explosion—in both the positive and negative meaning of the word—of macroeconomics in the 
1970s, there has been enormous progress and substantial convergence. For a while—too long a while—the 
field looked like a battlefield. Over time however, largely because facts do not go away, a largely shared 
vision both of fluctuations and of methodology has emerged. Not everything is fine. Like all revolutions, this 
one has come with the destruction of some knowledge, and suffers from extremism and herding. But none of 
this is deadly. The state of macro is good. The first section sets the stage with a brief review of the past. The 
second argues that there has been broad convergence in vision, with the third looking at it in more detail. 
The fourth focuses on convergence in methodology. The last looks at current challenges.

oL free textbooks
Partial reading  of many published books: Google books
A site collecting oL free handbooks: 

A web guide to heterodox, non mainstream economix
The 4 basics, micro & macro handbooks (some of them available from the teacher) are:
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Susan Himmewelt, Roberto Simonetti and Andrew Trigg 2001, Neoclassical and 
Institutionalist Perspectives on Economic Behavior: Microeconomics.
Steven Mark Cohn, 200x, Reintroducing Macroeconomics.
Neva Goodwin, Julie A. Nelson, Frank Achìkerman and Thomas Weisskopf 2005, 
Microeconomics in Context.
Neva Goodwin, Julie A. Nelson, Frank Achìkerman and Thomas Weisskopf 200x, 
Macroeconomics in Context.   - a prel. v.: http://www.ase.tufts.edu/gdae/publications/
textbooks/macroeconimics.html 

Other relevant references are:
Aglietta, Michel and Laurent Berrebi 2007, Désordres dans le capitalisme  mondial. Paris: 
Odile Jacob.
Samuel Bowles, Richard Edwards and Frank Roosevelt 2005, Understanding Capitalism: 
Competiton, Command, and Change.
Giovanni Dosi  - Dip. Economia, Verona
Marianne A. Ferber and Julie A, Nelson eds. (2003 - 1st ed. 1993), Feminist Economics 
Today: Beyond Economic Man.
Edith Kuiper and Jolande Sap with Susan Feiner 1995, Out of the Margin: Feminist 
Perspectives on Economics.
Antonio Carlos Macedo    - from the teacher

REVIEWS
http://www.challengemagazine.com/  Post Keynesian
Feminist Economics
Heterodox Newsletter, by Frederic Lee  http://1.web.umkc.edu/htn12.htm 
Monthly Review (marxist)
http://www.paecon.net)  Post-Autistic: the site (with very accessible short articles) created 
by the revolt movement of French Ph.D. students, saying neoclassic economics is 
“autistic”, i.e. self-referential
The Review of Radical Political Economics

DICUSSION LIST
PEN-L

SITES

http://www.levy.org post keynesian and institutionalist: on the Minsky tradition (actually the 
late Minsky worked here: Levy Economics Insititute: home reearch; annual Minsky 
Conference proceedings)

LAST BUT NOT LEAST: THE BEST
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I am member of the editorial commission of one of the best reviews of Political Economy 
(in between Marx and Kalecki, Keynes and Schumpeter), in Brazilian Portuguese:
              

Economia e Sociedade
http://www.eco.unicamp.br:8888/seer/ojs/index.php

Content also available at:

http://www.scielo.br/scielo.php?script=sci_serial&pid=0104-0618&lng=en&nrm=iso

Publisher: Instituto de Economia da Universidade Estadual de Campinas

Economia e Sociedade aims at contributing to the development of critical
reflection in the fields of economics and economic history. Since its
inception in 1992, it welcomes a heterodox economics literature, inspired by
the traditions of Marx, Keynes, Kalecki, and Schumpeter, as well as by Latin
American reflections on economic development.

Economia e Sociedade concentrates on subjects of broad interest in economic
theory, (national and international) applied economics, economic history,
and history of economic thought.

Economia e Sociedade publishes papers, research notes, and reviews.

Print ISSN 0104-0618
onLine ISSN 1982-3533
 
INDEXED IN:
Portal CAPES
JEL on CD
e-JEL (http://www.e-jel.org/)
EconLit (http://www.econlit.org/journal_list.html#jnle)
Econpapers (http://econpapers.repec.org/).

Editor-in-Chief:
Antonio Carlos Macedo e Silva
Instituto de Economia - Unicamp
Instituto de Economia
Caixa Postal 6135
13083-857 - Campinas (São Paulo)
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Brasil

Fone: 55 19 35215769
Fax: 55 19 32892667
Email: macedo@eco.unicamp.br

Economia e Sociedade is available free of charge as an 
Open Access journal on the Internet.
Abstracts available online in Portuguese and English. Articles available in
HTML and PDF format in Portuguese.
 
Current Issue: Volume 17 No. Special December 2008
A selection of 7 papers from the 1st meeting of the Associação Keynesiana 
Brasileira <http://www.ppge.ufrgs.br/akb/default.asp>, IE/Unicamp, 
April 16-18, 2008. 
Table of contents: http://www.scielo.br/scielo.php?
script=sci_issuetoc&pid=0104-061820080004&lng=en&nrm=iso 

THE END
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Riepilogo
i manuali
1. Aglietta, Michel and Laurent Berrebi 2007, Désordres dans le capitalisme  mondial. 
Paris: Odile Jacob. The student who can not read French, will find little help from a 
GoogleSearch “Aglietta and Berrebi”: a lot of nice Power Points and papers, but most of 
them in French. We will supply a synthesis, plus many substitute texts in English, in the 
Seminar - Section D of the Lectures, and the corresponding part of Arcangeli 2009: 
 2. Arcangeli, Enzo Fabio 2009, A Rough Handbook of International Industrial Dynamics. 
An oL publ. soon:    http://dse.univr.it/arcangeli/ and http://enzofabioarcangeli.wordpress.com/teachers-page/  
 3. Cabral, Luis 2002, Economia Industriale. Roma: Carocci. Or: idem 2000, Introduction to 
Industrial Organization. MIT Press. If you have already studied this HB in your curriculum, 
you just study, e.g., the last 2 Sections, not in your “laurea breve” curriculum in Vicenza. 
Students without a previous Economia Industriale exam in their curriculum, are invited to 
study the whole of it.
4. Either - at your choice: Capello, Roberta 2004, Economia regionale.  Bologna: il Mulino - 
or: McCann, Phil 200x, Urban and Regional Economics.
1+ AD AGGIORNAMENO- INTEGRAZ. di AGLIETTA - BERREBI, suggerimento a tutti 
(come modulo-base condiviso del Seminario Subcrime conclusivo): Godley Wynne, Dimitri  
B. Papadimitriou, and Gennaro Zezza 2009, Prospects for the US and the World: A Crisis 
that Conventional Remedies Cannot Resolve. Annandale-on-Hudson, NY: Levy Instituteʼs 
Macro-Modeling Team. 6pp. http://www.levy.org/vdoc.aspx?docid=1109 

il corso
Cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. At vver eos et accusam dignissum qui blandit est 
praesent. Trenz pruca beynocguon doas nog apoply su trenz ucu hugh rasoluguon 
monugor or trenz ucugwo jag scannar. Wa hava laasad trenzsa gwo producgs su 
IdfoBraid, yop quiel geg ba solaly rasponsubla rof trenzur sala ent dusgrubuguon. 
Offoctivo immoriatoly, hawrgasi pwicos asi sirucor. Thas sirutciun applios tyu thuso itoms 
ghuso pwicos gosi sirucor in mixent gosi sirucor ic mixent ples cak ontisi sowios uf Zerm 
hawr rwivos. Unte af phen neige pheings atoot Prexs eis phat eit sakem eit vory gast te 
Plok peish ba useing phen roxas. Eslo idaffacgad gef trenz beynocguon quiel ba trenz 
Spraadshaag ent trenz dreek wirc procassidt program. Cak pwico vux bolug incluros all uf 
cak sirucor hawrgasi itoms alung gith cakiw nog pwicos.

il seminario congiunto
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